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ABSTRACT
The hippocampus receives input from upper levels of the association
cortex and is implicated in many mnemonic processes, but the exact
mechanisms by which it codes and stores information is an unresolved topic.
This work examines the flow of information through the hippocampal formation
while attempting to determine the computations that each of the hippocampal
subfields performs in learning and memory. The formation, storage, and recall of
hippocampal-dependent memories theoretically utilize an autoassociative
attractor network that functions by implementing two competitive, yet
complementary, processes.

Pattern separation, hypothesized to occur in the

dentate gyrus (DG), refers to the ability to decrease the similarity among
incoming information by producing output patterns that overlap less than the
inputs. In contrast, pattern completion, hypothesized to occur in the CA3 region,
refers to the ability to reproduce a previously stored output pattern from a partial
or degraded input pattern.
Prior to addressing the functional role of the DG and CA3 subfields, the
spatial firing properties of neurons in the dentate gyrus were examined. The
principal cell of the dentate gyrus, the granule cell, has spatially selective place
fields; however, the behavioral correlates of another excitatory cell, the mossy
cell of the dentate polymorphic layer, are unknown.

This report shows that

putative mossy cells have spatially selective firing that consists of multiple fields
similar to previously reported properties of granule cells. Other cells recorded
from the DG had single place fields. Compared to cells with multiple fields, cells
with single fields fired at a lower rate during sleep, were less likely to burst, and
were more likely to be recorded simultaneously with a large population of
neurons that were active during sleep and silent during behavior. These data
suggest that single-field and multiple-field cells constitute at least two distinct cell
classes in the DG. Based on these characteristics, we propose that putative
mossy cells tend to fire in multiple, distinct locations in an environment, whereas
putative granule cells tend to fire in single locations, similar to place fields of the
CA1 and CA3 regions.
v

Experimental evidence supporting the theories of pattern separation and
pattern completion comes from both behavioral and electrophysiological tests.
These studies specifically focused on the function of each subregion and made
implicit assumptions about how environmental manipulations changed the
representations encoded by the hippocampal inputs.

However, the cell

populations that provided these inputs were in most cases not directly examined.
We conducted a series of studies to investigate the neural activity in the
entorhinal cortex, dentate gyrus, and CA3 in the same experimental conditions,
which allowed a direct comparison between the input and output representations.
The results show that the dentate gyrus representation changes between the
familiar and cue altered environments more than its input representations,
whereas the CA3 representation changes less than its input representations.
These findings are consistent with longstanding computational models proposing
that (1) CA3 is an associative memory system performing pattern completion in
order to recall previous memories from partial inputs, and (2) the dentate gyrus
performs pattern separation to help store different memories in ways that reduce
interference when the memories are subsequently recalled.

vi
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 Historical Perspective of Memory and the Hippocampus
The conception of many theories pertaining to memory and the
development of protocols used to test memory flourished during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

This work originated from notable

scientists such as James Williams, Richard Semon, Hermann Ebbinghaus, and
Frederic Bartlett and laid the foundation for current research. In (William, 1890),
James Williams described memory as an association between a set of items (i.e.,
numbers, months, years, events) that could be retrieved or recalled when a
triggering cue was presented. Recall was thought to be dependent on the “brainpaths” or neural circuits that connected the experience with a series of items.
Williams separated memory into two types: primary and secondary memory.
Primary memory, which is equivalent to short-term memory, was described as a
transient stream of consciousness that held recently experienced stimuli.

In

contrast, secondary memory, which resembled long-term memory, was a longerlasting phenomenon that was more difficult to retrieve than a primary memory.
Following in the footsteps of Williams, Richard Semon proposed a separate, yet
overlapping theory of memory that was based on two postulates (described in
(Schacter, 2001).

Semon claimed that a stimulus caused a change in the

“irritable substance” or “mind” that allowed the memory to persist for an extended
period of time. This process, referred to as the law of engraphy, places an
emphasis on individual events, each of which can produce a single memory trace
that is stored separately from other memory traces.

The second postulate,

referred to as the law of ecphony, is based on the premise that recalling the
entire memory trace can be achieved with only a partial set of cues or stimuli that
were originally present during the initial storage. This process bares a strong
resemblance to pattern completion, which is a current theory explaining a
potential mechanism for recollecting a memory. Not only do the contemporary
1

memory theories gain insight from past theories, but many of the current
methods used to probe memory show a marked resemblance to some of the
original methods used to test mnemonic function.
The first rigorous experiments testing the mnemonic process in a
laboratory setting were conducted by Hermann Ebbinghaus in the 1880’s. These
studies consisted of constructing various permutations of nonsense syllables and
then Ebbinghaus attempted to memorize the list (Ebbinghaus, 1885).

He

measured the length of time required to learn the list and forget components.
These observations were then used to plot the first reported learning and
forgetting curves, which are still commonly used to show the rate of acquisition
and extinction (Daum et al., 1989;Aigner et al., 1991;Sandi et al., 1997;Sikstrom,
2002;Nakazawa et al., 2003).

Ebbinghaus used the learning and forgetting

curves to illustrate two fundamental properties of memory. First, Ebbinghaus
used the learning curve to show that the greatest increase in learning occurred
during the initial stages and gradually decreased after each repetition.

This

process, referred to as a primacy effect, is believed to occur because the
memories of the words learned earlier in the sequence are interfering with the
words that occur later in the sequence.

Furthermore, Ebbinghaus used the

forgetting curve to show that after learning a list, one forgets the words learned
prior to the most recently learned words more frequently than the last words in a
sequence. This would explain the “u” shaped learning curve with the greatest
probability of remembering the initial and later words in the sequence.
Ebbinghaus’s experimental method, which required subjects to memorize lists of
nonsense syllables, was commonly used to investigate the properties of memory
for nearly five decades after its conception until Frederic Bartlett broached the
study of memory using a different strategy. The first approach was based on
memorizing a more natural or familiar situation. After having subjects examine
and memorize a picture or story, he asked them to describe the item from
memory several times over several weeks to a scribe, who dictated the subject’s
response. A second approach involved subjects memorizing the same natural
scenes, but instead of describing their memory of the scene to one scribe, it was
2

relayed to a series of subjects. For both approaches, Bartlett was interested in
the changes that were detected over time between one’s description of the
memory and the original content. He referred to the first approach as repeated
reproduction and the second approach as serial reproduction. Bartlett observed
that recall tended to be biased by the feelings, desires, and cultural influences of
the participants causing the stories to be recreated in ways that reflected their
prior experiences (Bartlett, 1932). Consequently, he concluded that memories
are reconstructed based on one’s previous experiences.

These innovative

studies on human memory set a standard for probing mnemonic function that still
influences current research.
The progress made on the methodologies to test memory and the
numerous speculations on the mechanisms for encoding memories prompted
considerable advances towards understanding the brain. Contrary to previous
beliefs, accumulating evidence suggested that different parts of the brain perform
different functions. John Hughlings Jackson noticed that memory loss was a
malignant side effect of brain damage (Jackson, 1865). He also suggested that
motor function could be localized to areas of the cortex. This theory was soon
thereafter supported by work from David Ferrier (1876), who showed that
stimulating the cortices of both dogs and monkeys could elicit a specific motor
response. Furthermore, lesions to the same cortical areas caused a loss of
function that could not be restored by stimulation (Ferrier, 1876).

Similar to

Jackson, Theodule-Armand Ribot, a French psychologist, reported that
progressive brain disease caused impairments in memory and proposed that
memory storage resulted from the altered activity of cortical neurons (Ribot,
1881). Additional support for the localization of function was provided by Carl
Wernicke (Wernicke, 1881), which was translated by (Thomson et al., 2008), and
Sergei Korsakov (1889), which was described in (Andersen et al., 2006); in
particular, they showed that parts of the hippocampal system were associated
with memory function.

Both doctors observed patients that suffered from

paralysis of eye movements, ataxia, and memory deficits.

Upon necropsy,

hemorrhaging was detected in the gray matter near the thalamus and
3

hypothalamus. Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome, as the disease was later known,
was

caused

from

a

deficiency

of

thiamine

(http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/288379-overview) and shown by Johann
Bernhard Aloys von Gudden (Von Gudden JBA, 1896) localized to damage to the
mamillary bodies and mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus. These regions were
later reported to send efferent projections to the hippocampus (Witter and
Amaral, 2004). Even stronger evidence connecting the hippocampus to memory
came from the clinical studies of Bekhterev (1900), described in (Dickerson and
Eichenbaum, 2010), who found brain damage localized to the hippocampus of
amnesic patients suffering from severe memory deficits.
A momentous discovery was reported in (1957) when Scoville and Milner
described the deleterious side effect of bilaterally removing the medial temporal
lobe, which resulted in the patients losing their memory.

The extent of the

memory impairments showed a significant correlation with the amount of
hippocampal damage caused by the operations. In the ten observed cases, it
was noted that the memory capacity was not compromised in two of the patients;
however, the medial temporal lobe was unscathed in their surgical procedure.
Interestingly, the hypothalamic region of one of the patients was accidentally
damaged during surgery and for a short period of time the clinical evaluation
resembled the symptoms associated with Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome. Three
of the most severe memory deficits seen in patients H.M., D.C. and M.B.
prevented the formation of memories following the surgery (anterograde
amnesia) and to a lesser degree impaired the patient’s ability to recall memories
prior to the surgery (retrograde amnesia). Scoville and Milner believed, but never
rigorously tested, that the retrograde amnesia only extended a few years prior to
the operation because the patients could recall earlier childhood memories.
Furthermore, the technical skills of the patients did not deteriorate.

When

describing the difficulties these patients encountered, it was common to see the
patients struggling to remember dates, conversations, people, locations of where
objects were placed, paths from their room to the bathroom, events of the day,
and series of recently eaten items. Despite suffering from memory problems, the
4

intelligence quotient, perception, abstract thinking, reasoning, and motivation of
the patients were not obviously impaired. This landmark discovery showed that
the hippocampus was critical for memory, which pushed the hippocampus into
the forefront of memory research and intensified the search to determine the
exact nature of hippocampal mnemonic function.
1.2 Influential Theories of Hippocampal Function
The number of theories attempting to explain hippocampal function
exceeded twenty in the 1980’s (Schmajuk and Segura, 1981) and the count
continued to grow over the next three decades. These theories to some extent
addressed how the hippocampus could inhibit responses (Sainsbury, 1998), filter
the information being stored (Hsu, 2007), or store varying types of memory
traces (Marr, 1971;Hirsh, 1974;O'Reilly and McClelland, 1994;McClelland et al.,
1995;Bontempi et al., 1999;Nadel et al., 2000;Morris et al., 2003;Olson et al.,
2006). The most influential hippocampal theories claimed that the hippocampus
was instrumental for forming declarative memories (Cohen and Squire, 1980),
processing the relationships between stimuli (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993),
constructing stimulus configurations (Rudy and Sutherland, 1989), creating
cognitive maps (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978), and forming episodic memories
(Tulving, 1983). These theories proposed significantly different functions, yet
had a number of overlapping attributes.
1.2a Declarative Memory Theory
The medial temporal lobe, which is the region of the brain where the
hippocampus is located, has been suggested to play a central role in forming
declarative memories (i.e., memories of facts and events) as opposed to
nondeclarative memories, which are associated with skills, habits, and priming
(Squire, 2004). Declarative memories require conscious recollection, whereas
nondeclarative memories are performance-based operations. Cohen and Squire
(1980) provided evidence supporting this claim by showing that amnesic patients
and control subjects were capable of learning a novel task requiring the subjects
5

to use a mirror in order to read reversely printed words. The amnesic patients
retained the skill, but had no recollection of the training, whereas the control
group could remember both the new skill and the training. Similarly, Knowlton
and Squire (1993) showed that both amnesic patients and control subjects could
group new sets of patterns with recently learned patterns; however, the amnesic
patients could not recall the training events. Considerable emphasis was placed
on how amnesic patients with pathology to the medial temporal lobe showed
deficits in recalling events and facts despite the patients showing some forms of
learning. Other research has shown that amnesic patients could enhance their
performance in a motor skills task (Milner, 1962), recall words or images that
were primed (Gold et al., 2006;Haist et al., 1992;Musen and Squire, 1992;Cave
and Squire, 1992;Conroy et al., 2005), and learn new habits, which is commonly
referred to as probabilistic category learning (Knowlton et al., 1994;Hopkins et
al., 2004).
Great strides were made following the development of protocols used to
test amnesia in nonhuman primates.

Results showed that monkeys with

hippocampal lesions performed poorly in tasks that were believed to test
declarative, but not nondeclarative memories when using pattern (Squire and
Zola-Morgan, 1983), spatial (Gaffan, 1994), and object (Barefoot et al., 2003)
discrimination tasks. Squire and Zola-Morgan (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1983)
used a pattern discrimination task to show that hippocampal lesioned monkeys
could differentiate between two gradually learned patterns. These patterns were
unequally rewarded such that only one was associated with reinforcement.
Similar to the pattern discrimination task, the spatial and object discrimination
task require monkeys to make a choice between two options, but either the
spatial location or object identity of two cues influences the decision. Further
distinctions were made in hippocampal function when comparing lesioned and
control monkeys in delayed response (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1985) and
delayed nonmatching-to-sample (Alvarez et al., 1995). These authors showed
that monkeys with a damaged hippocampus preformed worse than control
monkeys, and they suggested that the hippocampus is involved in declarative
6

memory. These tasks have been suggested to resemble the task used to test
declarative memory in amnesic patients (Andersen et al., 2006).
The evidence accumulated over the years suggests that the hippocampus
is critical for declarative memory. However, there are points of contention based
on how the data were interpreted or the methodology used to obtain the results,
thus leading to the debate that the delayed nonmatching-to-sample and other
similar tasks were not hippocampal dependent, but instead were dependent on
the perirhinal cortex. One of the points of contention leading to the perirhinal vs.
hippocampal debate pertained to the relationship between hippocampal damage
and the severity of the memory impairment. Zola-Morgan et al., (1994) claimed
that subjects with greater damage to the medial temporal lobe showed more
severe memory impairments when testing with a delayed nonmatching-to-sample
task, whereas Murray and Mishkin (1998) and Baxter and Murray (2001)
provided conflicting evidence that showed an inverse relationship (i.e., monkeys
with extensive damage to the medial temporal lobe showed a reduced memory
impairment using the nonmatching-to-sample task than monkeys with less
damage). Murray and Mishkin (1998) showed that the monkeys with the most
sever memory deficits had damage that was localized to perirhinal cortex. Squire
and colleagues (2001) argued that disparities in surgical or training procedures
might account for the difference seen between the two studies.

A second

criticism was based on the interpretation of the Zola-Morgan et al. (1994) results,
where the authors reported that hippocampal lesioned monkeys showed a deficit
in delayed nonmatcing-to-sample tasks when the delays exceeded ten minutes.
Interestingly, there was a procedural difference between trials with shorter delays
and longer delays. In the trials with longer delays, animals were returned to their
cages during the delay period. Nadel (1995) suggested this caveat introduced a
spatial contextual change that may have effected the hippocampal damaged
monkeys and caused the deficit seen during the longer retention intervals,
whereas the control monkeys might have been able to deal with the spatial
contextual change and still solved the behavioral task.

7

Most of the data from experiments using animals as a model system
implicating the hippocampus in declarative memory was collected in monkeys. In
the middle of 1980’s, however, techniques were developed to test rats on a
modified delayed nonmatching-to-sample task (1986).

Over the next fifteen

years, many groups made slight variations to the original rodent delayed
nonmatching-to-sample task in order to test the effects of hippocampal damage
in rats; rarely were behavioral deficits observed as the rodents performed these
tasks (Aggleton et al., 1986;Rothblat and Kromer, 1991;Jackson-Smith et al.,
1993;Duva et al., 1997). However, in one example, Clark et al. (2001) observed
rodent memory deficits during a delayed nonmatching-to-sample task for
retention periods lasting a minute or longer. The differences reported in Clark et
al. (2001) mirrored the previously mentioned results from Zola-Morgan et al.
(1994) and suggests that context may play an important role in hippocampal
function. The declarative memory theory does not exclude the possible role of
context in recalling events and facts, but it does not specifically account for
exploration of novelty, spatial memory, or the relationship between items.
1.2b Relational Processing Theory
The declarative memory theory emphasizes that the hippocampus plays a
significant role in storing events and facts, but refrains from explaining how
learning and memory might be applied to animals. Much of the animal literature
about hippocampal-dependent memory deficits in rodents was not incorporated
into the declarative memory theory, since rats cannot directly tell the
experimenter about their experiences. Thus, Eichenbaum and Cohen proposed
the theory of relational processing to bridge the gap between human and rodent
studies (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993;Eichenbaum, 2001;Eichenbaum, 2004).
This theory suggests that the hippocampal network creates a framework for
storing and linking associations between sequences of events with common
features and the network properties allow the stored information to be retrieved
easily in order to solve impending problems. Similar to one of the postulates of
the declarative memory theory, the relational processing theory suggests that the
8

hippocampus is only temporarily involved in storing memory traces, whereas the
cortex is the site for permanent storage (Ross and Eichenbaum, 2006;Squire et
al., 2004).

However, the precise cortical region where memories are

permanently stored is still debated, but it is believed that the consolidation of
memories occurs in a cortical region conveying the sensory modalities
associated with the memory (Squire, 1992;Herry et al., 2010;Diekelmann and
Born, 2010).
Evidence from humans supporting the relational processing theory was
provided using a variety of imaging techniques. Binder et al. (2005) examined
human hippocampal activation using functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) as volunteers were shown scrambled and unscrambled scenes. They
reported that the anterior hippocampal activity (measured by the blood oxygen
level dependence or the BOLD signal) increased when showing the recognizable
images and suggested the activity was a result of processing associations.
Furthermore, Hannula and Ranganath (2008) used fMRI to measure human
hippocampal activity during a behavioral task that examined the relationships
between objects in a picture. The procedure required the subjects to compare
two images. After viewing the first image and waiting eleven seconds during a
retention phase, subjects saw a second image.

The second image was the

original image rotated by 90°, and then the image components were either
slightly altered or they remained the same as the first image.

Hannule and

Ranganath (2008)) showed that the BOLD signal in the posterior hippocampus
was greater when the relationships were maintained.

Another study by

Giovanello et al. (2009) showed increases in activity for both the anterior and
posterior hippocampus during a word relationship task; however, the activity in
the posterior hippocampus was uncorrelated with how accurately the subjects
recalled the word pairs. A positron emission tomography (PET) experiment was
designed to test the role of the hippocampus in encoding single or associated
items (Henke et al., 1997). Briefly, a picture was presented to the subjects; one
side of the picture showed a house and the other half showed a person. The
subjects needed to decide whether the person in the picture was visiting or living
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in the house. A second part of the experiment required subjects to distinguish
two separate features of the split photo (i.e., the gender of the person and from
which perspective the house was being viewed). Henke et al. (1997) reported
that the hippocampus was active only while learning the associations and
claimed this evidence supported the relational processing theory.

In (2005),

Kumaran and Maguire published a conflicting report arguing that spatial, but not
social relationships activated the hippocampus.

This evidence suggests that

relationships are important for activating the hippocampus, but emphasizes the
importance of space.
Animal model systems have been useful for promoting the role of the
hippocampus in processing relationships. Work from Dusek and Eichenbaum
(1997) used a transitive inference task to examine the role of the hippocampus in
learning the relationship between sequences of items. Initially, rats learned to
identify one odor associated with a reward in four sets of paired odors. In the
sets, each odor was assigned a salience reward value (i.e., set 1: A>B; set 2:
B>C; set 3: C>D; and set 4: D>E). On probe tests, rats were forced to choice
between two novel sets of pairings (A or E and B or D) in order to evaluate
whether their decisions were based on the previous rewarding history or whether
the rats learned the sequence. Dusek and Eichenbaum (1997) found that rats
with their hippocampi disconnected from either cortical or subcortical input were
impaired in the transitive inference task compared to controls. This idea was
further developed in the Eichenbaum lab, when a rodent model of the serial
reaction time task, which is commonly used to test the ability of humans to learn
higher-order sequences, was developed (Ergorul and Eichenbaum, 2006). The
task required rats to use cues that predicted the reward by multiple steps; in
essence, the preceding cues could be used to predict the future reward. The
authors showed that rats with functional hippocampi learned to use the preceding
cues in order to pick the correct reward locations (based on second-order
sequences) compared to hippocampal lesioned rats. In addition, Manns et al.
(2007) showed that the temporal firing pattern of a recorded population of
hippocampal cells gradually changed during a sequence of odors and they
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suggested the change in activity served as a context for remembering the order
of events.

The role of the hippocampus in processing relationships or

associations is not specific just to rodents, but seen across multiple species such
as monkey (Saunders and Weiskrantz, 1989;Wirth et al., 2003;Buckmaster et al.,
2004;Wirth et al., 2009) and rabbits (Disterhoft et al., 1986;Geinisman et al.,
2001).
1.2c Configural Association Theory
Another compelling hippocampal theory is the configural association
theory, which was originally proposed by Rudy and Sutherland (1989).

This

theory claimed that animals use the hippocampus to solve associative problems
based on the configuration of stimuli in the environment in conjunction with a
conditioned stimulus. This theory was directly tested with a battery of behavioral
tasks (negative patterning, feature-neutral discriminations, transverse patterning,
and biconditional discriminations) and indirectly with context-specific conditioning
and contextual fear conditioning. These tests provided a mixture of evidence that
in some circumstances supported the theory and other times forced the original
theory to be modified.
In the negative patterning discrimination task, the reward depends on the
configuration of two stimuli. For example, stimulus A or B is rewarded when
either stimulus is presented in isolation; however, when both stimuli (A and B)
are presented together the reward is omitted (Woodberry, 1943;Rescorla,
1972;Whitlow and Wagner, 1972).

Several studies showed that rats with

hippocampal damage caused from injecting either a cocktail of kainic acid and
colchicine or just ibotenic acid performed the negative patterning discrimination
task significantly worse than controls (Rudy and Sutherland, 1989;Sutherland et
al., 1989;Sutherland and McDonald, 1990;Alvarado and Rudy, 1995a). However,
Davidson et al., (1993) could not replicate the results that hippocampal damage
impaired configurational learning in rats and the authors suggested that the rats
were responding to contextual cues such as the number or intensity of the stimuli
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instead of the configurations. Further evidence supporting the theory came from
the transverse patterning paradigm. This task incorporates three stimuli, two of
which are simultaneously presented to the subject, that are rewarded
differentially depending on the pairings (i.e., if the choices consist of 1 and 2, 2
and 3, or 3 and 1, then choice 1 over 2, choice 2 over 3, and choice 3 over 1
elicit a rewarded).

Alvarado and Rudy (1995b) reported damage to the

hippocampal formation caused a significant defect when rats were required to
learn all three conditions. It was reported that rats with hippocampal damage
were impaired in a Pavlovian contextual discrimination task (i.e., a stimulus starts
evoking a response after repeated pairings with another stimulus that does evoke
a response), whereas controls did not show a deficit in representing stimulus
configurations that were necessary for the task (Good and Honey, 1991).
Numerous studies have reported rodents with a hippocampal lesion do not
exhibit contextual fear conditioning, whereas healthy animals freeze when placed
in contexts where shocks were previously delivered (Kim and Fanselow,
1992;Phillips and LeDoux, 1992;Kim et al., 1993;Maren and Fanselow,
1997;Maren et al., 1997;Anagnostaras et al., 1999).

It was suggested by

Fanselow (1990) that the configuration of the context is associated with the
unpleasant unconditioned stimulus (US). In the hippocampal damaged animals,
the configuration might not have been stored in the hippocampus; therefore, the
configuration might never have been associated with the US (Rudy and
Sutherland, 1995).
Two tasks, the feature-neutral and biconditional discrimination tasks,
provided evidence that contradicted the original theory. First, the feature-neutral
task, similar to transverse patterning, involves three stimuli with different reward
conditions. Rats are rewarded when stimuli 1 and 2 are paired or stimulus 3 is in
isolation, whereas a pairing of stimuli 1 and 3 or stimulus 2 in isolation produces
no reward. The other task, biconditional discrimination, employs a combination
of four stimuli that are rewarded as follows, with a plus representing a reward and
a minus indicating the absence of reward: 1&2 (+), 3&4 (+), 1&3 (-), and 2&4 (-).
In both paradigms, animals with damage to the hippocampus gradually learned
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to perform the task (Saunders and Weiskrantz, 1989;Gallagher and Holland,
1992;Alvarado and Rudy, 1995b).

Since the rats learned the associations

between the different configurations, Rudy and Sutherland modified their initial
theory.

Instead of the hippocampus creating and storing the conjunctive

representations, Rudy and Sutherland (1995) suggested that the cortex performs
these operations and the hippocampus increases the salience of the new
configurations by strengthening the association between the configurations and
the unconditioned stimulus.

Rudy and Sutherland (1995) proposed that

increasing the salience of these representations decreased the similarity
between the simultaneous occurrence of cues and the individual cues.
Furthermore, they thought that increasing the salience of the representations
associated with the reward would expedite the rate of learning.
1.2e Cognitive Map Theory
The hippocampus has been suggested to be the core of a neural memory
system that provides a spatial frame work for binding events and items (O'Keefe
and Nadel, 1978). The events, items, and spatial features that create these
memories are believed to be stored as cognitive maps and as animals explore
novel environments or places, new information might be incorporated into the
spatial representations (Nadel, 1995).

Many authors have suggested these

cognitive maps (stored in the hippocampus) might provide a substrate for the
striatum and/or other regions of the brain to use in order to help guide
navigational behavior (Jones and Wilson, 2005;Johnson and Redish, 2007;van
der Meer et al., 2010). Much of the pioneering work on the cognitive map theory
was conducted by Edward Tolman, who provided the behavioral ground work for
many of the labs currently studying the hippocampus. Tolman (1948) argued
that rats learned to solve complex mazes using a set of cognitive maps, with
each map selectively incorporating salient stimuli, rather than the theory
proposed by Hull (1934b;1934a) suggesting that rats used a stimulus-response
tactic requiring a series of behavioral responses to reach a goal. To demonstrate
this idea, Tolman et al. (1946a) initially trained rats to navigate a maze consisting
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of a sequence of 90 degree turns in order to reach a goal box. After the rats
learned to run to the goal without hesitation, the apparatus was modified such
that the sequence of 90 degree turns was removed and replaced with a series of
radial arms paths (18 total paths), but the starting path, circular table, and first
linear segment remained.

On the new apparatus, the initial linear segment

exiting the table was open and allowed the rats to enter; however the end was
blocked. Furthermore, six of the new radial arms were shorter than the other
new additions.

Tolman et al. (1946a) reported that when the rats finally

circumnavigated through the new apparatus, the rats typically choose the path
that ended near the front of the original reward location, suggesting that rats
used a cognitive map to solve the task. In a companion study, evidence showed
that rats learned to solve a t-maze using a strategy that emphasized place
learning faster than one depending on stimulus responses (Tolman et al.,
1946b). The authors concluded from these reports that the rats might be solving
the new tasks with a cognitive map acquired from the previous training.
Over the last forty years, three landmark discoveries were made that
provided strong evidence indicating that the hippocampus was involved in spatial
memory and forming a cognitive map. Initially, O’Keefe and Dostrovsky (1971)
recorded single units in the dorsal hippocampus of freely moving rats and
reported that approximately 11% the units responded maximally at particular
locations in the environment. The number of cells in the hippocampus that fired
in spatial locations, or place fields, was later to be shown as high as 52%
(O'Keefe, 1976). These hippocampal units that had place fields were classified
as place cells and O’Keefe and Dostrovsky proposed that the hippocampus
might function as a spatial map. Another crucial component for a map based
navigation system is the ability to determine direction. In (1990a), Taube and
colleagues recorded cells in the postsubiculum, which is an important input into
the hippocampus, and reported that 26% of the cells had a peak firing rate in a
particular direction regardless of the rat’s behavior, location, or trunk position.
This input to the hippocampus is thought to set the orientation of the spatial
representation in relation to the external environment (McNaughton et al.,
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1996;Muller et al., 1996;O'Keefe and Burgess, 1996;Yoganarasimha and
Knierim, 2005;Knierim et al., 1995).

Nearly fifteen years later, Hafting et al.

{Hafting, 2005 26 /id /d) reported that the inputs into the hippocampus from the
medial entorhinal cortex provide a spatial signal by showing that individual cells
fire in a repeating grid-like pattern, with each point of the grid representing a
vertex of an equilateral triangle, which covers the entire environment.

The

combination of these three discoveries has provided strong support for the theory
that the hippocampus functions as a cognitive map.
The majority of work supporting the cognitive map theory comes from
rodent studies, with numerous reports pertaining to hippocampal place cell firing.
The firing properties of place cells are observed during a rat’s initial exposure to
an environment {Hill, 1978 199 /id} and then stabilize after continued exposure to
an environment (Frank et al., 2004;Wilson and McNaughton, 1993). Place fields
tend to be located along the periphery of an open enclosure; however, the entire
environment is represented when a large enough hippocampal ensemble is
recorded (Hetherington and Shapiro, 1997;Muller et al., 1987;Wilson and
McNaughton, 1993). Unlike the visual (Hughes, 1971), motor (Asanuma and
Rosen, 1972), auditory (Middlebrooks et al., 1980), and gustatory (Finger, 1976)
systems, the hippocampus lacks a topographic relationship between function (i.e.
spatial firing) and anatomical location (Redish et al., 2001).

Furthermore,

location-specific firing of a place cell can be stable for days (Muller et al., 1987)
and even months (Thompson and Best, 1990) when the environment remains
unaltered. In contrast, a number of paradigms such as the morph box (flexible
walls permit the environment to gradually change shapes), double rotation (local
and distal cue sets are rotated in equal, but opposite directions), and rate
remapping protocols (change the colors, but maintain the location of the
environment) have been used to show that the hippocampal cells can alter their
firing depending on the context (Wills et al., 2005;Leutgeb et al., 2005b;Leutgeb
et al., 2005a;Knierim, 2002).

Furthermore, both visual landmarks and local

surface cues have been shown to exert control over place cells (Knierim,
2002;Knierim et al., 1998;Knierim et al., 1996b;Knierim et al., 1995;Muller and
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Kubie, 1987;Shapiro et al., 1997;O'Keefe and Conway, 1978;Knierim and Van,
1992) as well as the shape of the environment (Muller and Kubie, 1987;O'Keefe
and Burgess, 1996;Thompson and Best, 1990).

These studies place an

emphasis on the electrophysiological properties of hippocampal principal cells,
showing that they play an important role representing space, and are nicely
complemented with many behavioral experiments showing the importance that
the hippocampus has in spatial learning.
Behavioral studies linking the rodent hippocampus to spatial learning and
the arsenal of experimental paradigms used to test the theory such as the Y,
circular, radial, arena, water, and T mazes have been extensively reviewed (see
reviews from (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978;Paul et al., 2009). One study providing
support for the cognitive map theory was performed by Save et al. (1992). Save
and colleagues allowed rats to forage in an open cylindrical arena with a glass
floor for a five-minute interval. During the second and third sessions, a second
rat was placed in a chamber below the transparent floor of the environment while
the subject foraged for five minutes. Immediately before starting the last session,
the stimulus rat was removed. Save and colleagues observed that the percent of
time reinvestigating the area with the missing stimulus was significantly less for
rats with hippocampal damage compared to controls. Consequently, the authors
concluded that the hippocampus was important for spatial memory. This could
also be interpreted as a deficit in detecting contextual changes.

Work from

Jarrard (1978) showed that rats receiving hippocampal lesions prior to the initial
exposure to an eight-arm radial maze were impaired in the acquisition and
performance of place learning and reference memory. Furthermore, Morris et al.
(1982) found that hippocampal lesioned rats, caused by aspiration, solved the
Morris water maze slower than healthy rats. Therefore, Morris and associates
suggested that spatial navigation was dependent on the hippocampus.
One of the strongest arguments that the hippocampus is involved in
creating cognitive maps comes from the discovery that rodent hippocampal
pyramidal cells represent space. It is more difficult to expand the theory across
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species, since the evidence of place cells in primates is both scarce and
questionable. To date, the technical challenges of recording from freely-moving
non-human primates and humans have limited the amount of data. However,
some evidence from both species does support the theory. For example, Fried
and coworkers (2003) implanted depth electrodes targeting the hippocampus of
patients suffering from epilepsy and showed that 11% of the hippocampal units
had place selectivity as the subjects navigated around a virtual town. Individual
cells fired at different locations in the virtual town as subjects viewed particular
locations; however, the patients did not physically pass through a place field to
active the cells, which is a property affiliated with rodent place cells (Markus et
al., 1995;Gothard et al., 1996b;Terrazas et al., 2005). Nonetheless, numerous
reports show that the human hippocampus is active during spatial navigation
tasks and thus connects the human hippocampus to other physiological data in
rodents (Maguire et al., 1998;Thomas et al., 2001;Parslow et al., 2004).

In

(2000), Maguire and colleagues published a report on taxi cab drivers, which
supported the theory that the hippocampus plays a central role in spatial
memory. They showed that taxi drivers had larger posterior hippocampi than
controls. Furthermore, there was a positive correlation seen in the volume of the
posterior hippocampi and duration of time that drivers worked (i.e., the longer on
the job force the larger the posterior hippocampus), suggesting that the posterior
hippocampus is involved in storing spatial representations, especially for taxi cab
drivers that depend on navigating through cities to make a living.
Similar to humans, data from non-human primates supporting the theory is
considerably less than that reported for rodents. In most monkey studies, the
head is restrained, which prevents the animal from moving freely and
complicates the process of recording place cells.

Recordings from monkey

hippocampi have revealed that cells fire in response to the location that the
monkey is looking, which is also referred to as one’s spatial view (Rolls et al.,
1989;Rolls et al., 1997;Rolls et al., 1998;Rolls, 1999;Robertson et al.,
1998;Georges-Francois et al., 1999;Tamura et al., 1992). In a few studies from
the Ono lab, head fixation that typically hinders place cell recordings in monkeys
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was circumvented by allowing the monkeys to maneuver a cart around the
environment (Ono et al., 1993a;Ono et al., 1993b;Matsumura et al., 1999;Eifuku
et al., 1995). These reports all described hippocampal cells with place-related
activity as monkeys drove the cart through each cell’s place field. One report by
Ludvig et al, (2004) showed that hippocampal units recorded from freely moving
monkeys had place activity similar to place cells recorded in rats; thus, this
evidence provided the strongest support for cognitive maps seen across species.
The theory that the hippocampus functions as a cognitive map is not
ironclad and, consequently, has encountered resistance over the years. Critics
of the theory suggest that all of space should be represented equally and the
cells mapping one’s trajectory through the environment should be topographically
distributed in the hippocampus (Eichenbaum et al., 1999). Evidence shows that
a higher proportion of place fields are distributed along the periphery of an open
environment (Muller et al., 1987) and cells with neighboring place fields are not
juxtaposed in the hippocampus (Redish et al., 2001), which has been used as an
argument against spatial maps. Furthermore, Hetherington and Shapiro (1997)
reported that place fields tended to concentrate near the local cues in a square
recording chamber, suggesting that the relationship between the stimulus and
place field was an essential component of spatial firing.

Consequently,

opponents of the cognitive map theory argued that the Hetherington and Shapiro
finding supported the criticism that space was not equally represented and the
hippocampus was not creating a cognitive map (Eichenbaum et al., 1999).
Moreover, the hippocampus has been shown to represent nonspatial information
in addition to spatial information (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971;O'Keefe,
1976;Ranck, Jr., 1973;Wible et al., 1986;Wood et al., 1999;Young et al., 1994),
which critics of the cognitive map theory, such as Eichenbaum, have used to
argue against the theory. However, Manns and Eichenbaum (2009) recorded
hippocampal pyramidal cells during an object recognition memory task and
reported that information pertaining to the spatial location of an object was
represented more than the object identity. They suggested that hippocampal
spatial representations could incorporate objects and these maps were used to
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recall the specific object and spatial encounter, which is similar to the theory
proposed by O’Keefe and Nadel (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978).
1.2e Episodic Memory Theory
The hippocampus has also been suggested to play a central role in
forming episodic memories. These memories involve recalling a particular event
that happened at a specific time and in a distinct place. Conceptually, episodic
memories represent the what, when, and where of the past. In (1972), Endel
Tulving first made the distinction between episodic and semantic memories. He
described episodic memory as the automatic binding of events, places, and time,
whereas semantic memory was a structured knowledge regarding words, other
verbal symbols, and the relationships between the words and symbols (Tulving,
1972). He insisted that in order for a brain system to process episodes, the
system needed to be downstream of fibers that modulated attention and receive
highly processed sensory information.

The hippocampus is innervated with

fibers from cholinergic centers such as medial septal nucleus, which have been
implicated in behaviors that require attention (Voytko, 1996;Everitt and Robbins,
1997;Baxter and Chiba, 1999;Chudasama et al., 2004;Cobb and Davies, 2005).
The MEC, which is one of the primary inputs into the hippocampus, receives
input from neurons that are sensitive to visuospatial information (primary, lateral,
and medial visual cortical areas) as well as cells from the dorsal presubiculum
and retrosplenial cortex that are directionally and spatially tuned (Taube et al.,
1990b;Taube et al., 1990a;Chen et al., 1994;Cacucci et al., 2004;Bucci et al.,
2000;Norman and Eacott, 2005). Moreover, the LEC, another primary input to
the hippocampus, receives input from unimodal sensory areas such as perirhinal
cortex (Norman and Eacott, 2005).
The concept of episodic memory has been difficult to experimentally test
in nonhuman animals, prompting Tulving to claim that it is a process exclusive to
humans (Tulving, 2002). The foundation for this argument is based on one being
“autonoetic” (self-reasoning) and consciously aware of “mentally time traveling”
through their past in order to recall the experience and verbally express the
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memory (Tulving and Markowitsch, 1998;Tulving, 2001;Tulving, 2002).

The

linguistic clause makes demonstrating episodic memory in animals unattainable;
therefore, experimentalists using animals to test mnemonic processes have
adopted the term “episodic-like” memory to include all the behavioral criteria,
while

excluding

the

dependence

on

expressing

one’s

self

reasoning

consciousness (Clayton et al., 2001;Clayton et al., 2003). After removing the
inclusion criteria of “autonoetic” consciousness, the importance of the
hippocampus for episodic-like memory has been reported across species such
as humans, nonhuman primates, birds, and rats.
Vargha-Khadem and colleagues (1997) published a seminal paper that
dissociated episodic and semantic memory in humans and showed that the
hippocampus was essential for episodic memory. The authors used magnetic
resonance techniques on three subjects, who all started suffering from
anterograde amnesia prior to adolescence, and found damage to the
hippocampus on both hemispheres of the brain. None of these patients could
recall prior experiences, but they learned to speak, read, and acquired facts as
they progressed through grade school; thus, the subjects showed a deficit in
episodic memory, but not semantic memory. Additional support for the human
hippocampus functioning in episodic memory was shown when Weiler et al.,
(2010) used functional magnetic resonance imaging to examine hippocampal
activity while subjects were asked to recall previous Christmas experiences after
being prompted with a word related to the holiday, such as Christmas tree. The
authors found that the activity of the right posterior hippocampus increased when
subjects recollected previous events.

The hippocampal formation’s role in

recalling experiences is believed to be a phenomenon observed across primates.
In (1994), Gaffan reported that monkeys with damage to one of the major output
pathways of the hippocampus, the fornix, showed significant deficits in object-inplace tasks; thus, Gaffan suggested that the impairments were similar to the
deficits experienced in humans suffering from amnesia.
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Strong evidence for episodic-like memory was shown in food-caching
birds. Clayton and colleagues exploited the ethology of scrub jays and showed a
striking example of episodic-like memory. In the wild, scrub jays collect and store
perishable and nonperishable food in order to consume it at a later point in time.
Clayton and Dickinson (1998) took advantage of this natural behavior by devising
a task that required the birds to cache wax worms and peanuts. The wax worms
were the birds’ preferred choice of food, but were only available for a short
duration of time because the worms quickly decomposed, whereas the peanuts
could be recovered after being buried for a longer period of time. When the
scrub jays were allowed to search for either cached item, the birds chose the
location of the worm or peanut depending on whether the intervals between
caches were shorter or longer in duration, respectively. Clayton and Dickinson
proposed that the evidenced behavior satisfied the what, when, and where
criteria for episodic-like memory. Clayton and coworkers (2007) even showed
that scrub jays could plan for the future, which Tulving argued was dependent on
episodic memories and unique to humans (Tulving, 2002).
Wood et al., (2000) recorded hippocampal pyramidal cell activity as rats
circumnavigated a modified T maze alternating between left and right turn loops.
The data showed that the majority of the cells with firing on the central common
arm of the maze showed a disparity in firing patterns (i.e., some cells had a
higher firing rate on the left turn trails and others had a higher firing rate on the
right turn trials) and the authors interpreted this as evidence for hippocampus
encoding episodic-like memories. However, the results from Wood et al. (2000)
could not be replicated under conditions that one would expect to produce the
differential firing pattern (Lenck-Santini et al., 2001;Bower et al., 2005;Griffin et
al., 2007). Poucet and coworkers (2001) reported that eighteen place cells with
fields in the central stem of a Y-maze did not alternate their firing patterns
between left and right turns and they suggested this might result from a
difference in the two protocols. Rats used in Wood et al. (2000) only traversed
the central stem in one direction, whereas the rodents from Lenck-Santini et al.
(2001) approached the central stem of the maze from two directions (inward and
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outward paths).

Bower et al (2005) used a series of tasks to examine the

sequential firing patterns of place cells on behavioral apparati with repeated
sequences. In one complicated task, consisting of eight segments with two links
that were repeated, no differential activity was observed in CA1 pyramidal cells.
However, the differential firing pattern was replicated when using a modified Tmaze, like Wood et al. (2000), and either training the rats with wooden blocks to
shape the behavior or alternating the laps that a reward was received.
McNaughton and coworkers suggested that the differential firing pattern reported
in Wood et al. (2000) and (2005) was a mechanism that the hippocampus used
to either encode sequences or different contexts (i.e., left or right turns). Griffin
et al. (2007) examined the firing pattern of CA1 neurons during the encoding
(sample) and retrieval (choice) phases of a discrete trial delayed-nonmatch-toplace task and observed that neurons were selective for either the sample or
choice phase of the task and fewer neurons showed the differential firing
between right and left trials than previously reported. The authors proposed that
the differences might have been caused by the different memory demands of the
tasks. The results from Lenck-Santini et al. (2001), Bower et al. (2005), and
Griffin et al. (2007) do not exclude the possibility that the hippocampus is
encoding episodic memories. Eichenbaum and coworkers (2002) continued to
accumulate evidence supporting a role for the hippocampus in forming memories
about events when they observed that rats with hippocampal lesions were worse
at remembering sequences of events compared to controls. A subsequent study
found that the firing pattern of hippocampal ensembles was influenced by recent
and present events as well as predictive signals that forecasted future events
(Ferbinteanu and Shapiro, 2003). Taken together, the data provides support for
the hippocampus playing a pivotal role in forming episodic memories; however,
the data showing when the experience occurred is still questionable.
Some critics have questioned whether memory should be partitioned into
functionally different types or whether the hippocampus is specifically involved in
one type of memory. The work of Vargha-Khadem et al. (1997) and many others
(Thompson and Kim, 1996;Nobre et al., 1997;Sommer et al., 1997;Reinvang et
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al., 1998) have provided strong support for distinct types of memory that can be
localized to different regions of the brain. Furthermore, Kennedy and Shapiro
(2004) and Moita et al. (2003) have provided evidence showing that the
hippocampus encodes spatial (where) and nonspatial (what) information.

An

emerging consensus among the hippocampal field is that the hippocampus
encodes an episodic memory by combining information from two parallel input
streams, a spatial signal carried in the medial entorhinal cortex and a nonspatial
signal carried in the lateral entorhinal cortex (Knierim et al., 2006;Manns and
Eichenbaum, 2006). However, the mechanisms underlying this process are still
being investigated.
Despite the controversy regarding the specific type of memory, it appears
that the hippocampus plays a pivotal role in mnemonic function (Scoville and
Milner,

1957;Vargha-Khadem

et

al.,

1997;Squire

et

al.,

2004;Squire,

2004;Leutgeb et al., 2005b;Thompson, 2005;Andersen et al., 2006;Moscovitch et
al., 2006;Gilboa et al., 2006).

Many of the most influential theories of

hippocampal function pertaining to memory share a common feature, which is
the encoding of space; however, whether encoding space is the primary function
or merely a consequence of the information processing occurring in the
hippocampus remains debatable.

The hippocampal formation receives input

from the upper levels of the association cortex and this information is integrated
into new memories that are stored until a recollection process is initiated. The
exact mechanisms by which the hippocampus stores and recalls this information
remain unresolved.

It has been suggested that the theoretical concepts of

pattern separation and pattern completion might be instrumental for storing and
recollecting memory traces in the hippocampal formation, which will be discussed
in the next section (Marr, 1971;McNaughton and Nadel, 1990;McNaughton and
Morris, 1987;Guzowski et al., 2004;Rolls and Kesner, 2006).
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1.3 Hippocampal Memory Mechanisms
1.3a Theoretical Concepts
The formation, storage, and recollection of hippocampal dependent
memories theoretically utilize an autoassociative attractor network (Hopfield,
1982;Marr, 1971;Tsodyks, 2005). An attractor network encodes memories by
storing them in recurrent neural networks as specific stable patterns of activity
that are imprinted by long-lasting modifications, enabling the retrieval of these
patterns with the input of a partial cue (Tsodyks, 2005). These stable patterns of
neural network activity are referred to as attractor states, which link together
coactive neurons forming a basin of attraction. Afferent information will perturb
the stability of the network to different degrees. Small alterations in input will
change the network activity, but not enough for it to leave the basin of attraction
and the system will eventually return to the original state (i.e., same set of active
neurons). This attribute of attractor networks would be a mechanism for pattern
completion, which is the ability to reproduce a previously stored output pattern
from a partial or degraded input pattern (Marr, 1971;Guzowski et al.,
2004;McNaughton and Morris, 1987).

To facilitate the formation of new

memories and prevent interference from previously stored memory traces, a
preprocessing state may be necessary prior to information entering the attractor
network.

This preprocessor stage, theorized to occur in the DG, might

orthogonalize inputs to create new attractor basins, so the system could
distinguish small input changes and prevent interference between similar
experiences when desired.

This feature of attractor networks would be a

mechanism for pattern separation, which is the capacity to decrease redundancy
amongst incoming information and then output patterns that overlap less than the
inputs (McNaughton and Nadel, 1990;Rolls and Kesner, 2006;Guzowski et al.,
2004). Large changes in sensory input may cause the network activity to leave
the basin of attraction and fall into a different state.
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1.3b Anatomical Evidence for Pattern Separation and Pattern Completion
The neural architecture of the hippocampal formation is well suited for
information storage and recall.

This region is composed of five subregions

(subiculum, CA1, CA2, CA3, and the dentate gyrus) and a simplified wiring
diagram is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The entorhinal cortex sends projections from
layer 3 to both CA1 and the subiculum via the perforant pathway (Witter and
Amaral, 2004;Witter, 1993). In contrast, layer 2 of the entorhinal cortex projects
to the dentate gyrus and CA3. The entorhinal input into the dentate gyrus is
highly structured such that the fibers of the perforant pathway are confined to the
superficial 2/3 of the molecular layer, with the MEC input restricted to the middle
third of the layer and the fibers from LEC targeting the most superficial portion
(Steward and Scoville, 1976;Steward, 1976;Witter et al., 1989;Wyss, 1981). The
projection pattern from the entorhinal cortex to CA3 resembles the laminar
entorhinal input into DG except that the fibers enter the stratum lacunosummoleculare, which like the molecular layer of the dentate gyrus is superficial to
the principal cell layer. Tamamaki and Nojyo (1993) showed that the collaterals
of neurobiotin-filled stellate cells in layer 2 of the entorhinal cortex reach both the
DG and CA3 fields, suggesting both fields receive similar cortical input. The
entorhinal fibers form excitatory (glutamatergic) asymmetric synapses with both
granule, pyramidal, and less frequently inhibitory interneurons (Nafstad,
1967;Desmond et al., 1994;Witter et al., 1992).
In addition to cortical input, the dentate gyrus also receives subcortical
input from the septal, supramammillary, and pontine nuclei.

The septal

projection innervates all fields of the hippocampus, but cholinergic staining in the
dentate gyrus is predominant (Witter and Amaral, 2004). The axons from cells in
the medial septal nucleus and the nucleus of the diagonal band of Broca
innervate the hippocampus through four pathways (i.e., fimbria, dorsal fornix,
supracallosal stria, and a more indirect route passing near the amygdala). The
input from the cells that surround the mammillary nuclei is glutamatergic (Kiss et
al., 2000) and has been shown to project to the molecular layer of dentate gyrus.
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Figure 1.1. Simplified Wiring Diagram of the Hippocampal Formation. The
anatomical regions of the hippocampus (highlighted in yellow) include the
dentate gyrus (DG), hippocampus proper (CA1, CA2, CA3), and the subiculum
(Sub). For simplicity, CA2 is not included in the diagram. The dentate gyrus and
CA3 are innervated by the perforant path (PP; red arrows), which projects from
layer II of the entorhinal cortex. CA3 is also innervated by the mossy fiber
pathway (MF; blue arrow), which is the sole extrinsic dentate projection. CA1
and the lateral septum (L Sept) receive efferent information from CA3. The
subicular output is carried to presubiculum (PrS), parasubiculum (PaS), and the
neocortex (NeoCtx).
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The dentate gyrus also receives noradrenergic input from the pontine nucleus
locus coeruleus, which typically terminate in the hilus.
The dentate gyrus, one of the hippocampal subfields associated with the
“classic trisynaptic pathway”, has a complicated local circuitry that is
oversimplified in the classic trisynaptic loop. Similar to CA1 and CA3, this region
consists of three layers; however, unlike the CA regions, the dentate gyrus has
more than one putative excitatory cell type (i.e., granule and mossy cells).
Granule cells, which in rat surpass a million neurons (West et al., 1991;Rapp and
Gallagher, 1996;Amaral and Witter, 1989), constitute the majority of cells in the
granule cell layer. In contrast, the mossy cells, which are the principal cells of
the polymorphic cell layer, number approximately 10,000 - 50,000 (West et al.,
1991;Buckmaster and Jongen-Relo, 1999;Henze and Buzsaki, 2007).

The

granule cells are the only cells in the dentate gyrus that project to a different
hippocampal subfield (i.e. sole output of the dentate gyrus), but the mossy cells
have been reported to project to the dentate gyrus on the contralateral
hemisphere (Fricke and Cowan, 1978;Witter and Amaral, 2004). Granule cell
axons (i.e., mossy fibers) make strong, detonator-like synapses with CA3
pyramidal cells.

The majority of mossy fibers terminate on the dendrites of

pyramidal cells; however, the most proximal portion of CA3 (i.e. region located
between the upper and lower blades of the granule cell layer) also receives input
from

the

infrapyramidal

and

intrapyramidal

bundles

(Blackstad

et

al.,

1970;Gaarskjaer, 1978a;Gaarskjaer, 1978b;Swanson et al., 1978). In route, the
mossy fibers sprout smaller collaterals in the polymorphic cell layer that also
make strong, en passant synapses with mossy cells. Not only do mossy cells
receive input from granule cells, but they also receive input from CA3 cells
(Scharfman, 1994); therefore, they likely play a central role in the only excitatory
feedback pathway in the “trisynaptic loop”. The local circuitry of the polymorphic
layer is an integral component of the recurrent circuitry within the dentate gyrus.
Directly excited by input from granule cells, mossy cells excite inhibitory basket
cells

and

other

distantly

located

granule

cells

(Witter

and

Amaral,
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2004;Buckmaster et al., 1996;Wenzel et al., 1997). The local circuitry of the
dentate may play a pivotal role regulating the flow of information through the
hippocampus.
Cells in the entorhinal cortex (300,000) make contact with an expanded
number of granule cells (1,000,000) in the dentate (Amaral et al., 1990;Witter and
Amaral, 2004), which might permit neuronal activity patterns to be differentiated
by redistributing overlapping neural activity from a smaller population of cortical
cells into nonoverlapping activity in a much larger granule cell population (Marr,
1971;McNaughton and Morris, 1987;Rolls and Treves, 1998). This expansion
recoding might allow the dentate gyrus to perform pattern separation and prevent
spurious recall by producing nonoverlapping, sparse representations from
entorhinal cortex input (McNaughton and Morris, 1987;McNaughton and Nadel,
1990); however, recent experimental data suggest that under some conditions,
the dentate gyrus disambiguates similar inputs, or makes the inputs less similar,
by changing the spatial firing patterns of a constant active population of cells
instead of the theorized mechanism of expansion recoding (Leutgeb et al., 2007).
A unique attribute of the adult dentate gyrus and currently one other
region, the olfactory bulb, is the continuous incorporation of newborn cells into
the existing neural circuitry (Kaplan and Hinds, 1977;Bayer, 1983). This renewed
growth of the dentate gyrus originates from a layer of stem cells that reside at the
transition between the granule and polymorphic cell layers (Li et al., 2009). Over
the course of approximately a month, the stem cells specifically develop into
granule cells and become functional units in the hippocampal circuit (OverstreetWadiche and Westbrook, 2006).

Developing granule cells undergo dramatic

changes in cellular morphology and electrophysiological properties throughout
the first four weeks of life (Overstreet-Wadiche and Westbrook, 2006). During
the first week, the cell body is typically located in the granule cell layer in close
proximity to the hilus, but occasionally cells can migrate further into the layer
(Overstreet-Wadiche and Westbrook, 2006). At this point in time, the developing
granule cells do not receive synaptic input despite having dendrites that extend
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through the granule cell layer (Li et al., 2009). The lack of input rapidly changes,
since GABAergic current is detected on day eight, which has been shown to
depolarize the newborn cells (Li et al., 2009).

The depolarizing GABAergic

current diminishes after two weeks, after which the typical inhibitory GABAergic
and excitatory glutamatergic currents are recorded in the newborn cells (Li et al.,
2009).

Furthermore, as the excitatory GABAergic current decreases, the

threshold for inducing long-term potentiation is lowered (Ge et al., 2006;SchmidtHieber et al., 2004;Wang et al., 2000;Li et al., 2009). In conjunction with the
electrophysiological changes, the morphology develops to resemble a mature
granule cell with extensive processes that project from the small round cell body,
which has migrated into the granule cell layer, and an axon projecting to the CA3
region of the hippocampus (Li et al., 2009). After twenty-eight days, the newborn
granule cell resembles a fully mature granule cell and has been incorporated into
the hippocampal circuit (Li et al., 2009). The survival rate of newborn granule
cells has been reported to be affected by environment, exercise, aging and
stress (Aimone et al., 2010). Aimone et al. (2006) proposed that the newborn
cells might timestamp memories that are encoded as the neurons differentiate
and become incorporated into the hippocampal circuitry; thus, performing
temporal pattern separation.
After transforming perforant path input, the dentate mossy fiber projections
are in a position to influence the activity of CA3 pyramidal cells (Witter and
Amaral, 2004). It is estimated that a granule cell can influence 14-28 pyramidal
cells, yet each pyramidal cell receives contact from 50 granule cells (Witter and
Amaral, 2004). CA3 has extrinsic connections with the amygdaloid complex that
primarily come from the basal nucleus (Pikkarainen et al., 1999;Pitkanen et al.,
2000).

CA3 also receives serotonergic and noradrenergic input from the

brainstem. Like the dentate, pontine nucleus locus coeruleus projects to CA3,
but terminates in stratum lacunosum-moleculare at synaptic junctions that
connect the fibers to pyramidal cells (Pickel et al., 1974;Loy et al., 1980). Unlike
the noradrenergic input, direct synapses onto the pyramidal cells from the
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serotonergic input of the midbrain raphe nuclei are absent (Jacobs et al., 1978);
but see (Moore et al., 1978). The diffuse and sparse fibers appear to release
neurotransmitter into the extracellular space (Andersen et al., 2006).

The

primary output from CA3 is the Schaffer collaterals, which project to the
ipsilateral CA1 subfield of the hippocampus. The CA3 pyramidal cells located
closest to the dentate gyrus (proximal CA3) project to more distal parts of CA1,
whereas the neurons closer to CA1 project to more proximal parts of CA1. Like
the mossy cell in the dentate gyrus hilar region, the CA3 pyramidal cells form a
cross commissural projection to all CA fields of the contralateral hemisphere
(Blackstad, 1956;Fricke and Cowan, 1978). The perforant path, mossy fibers,
and subcortical input innervate CA3, but the largest number of synapses results
from recurrent collaterals of pyramidal cells themselves (Ishizuka et al., 1990;Li
et al., 1994). Due to the Hebbian plasticity that couples coactive elements of a
neuronal population, this circuitry theoretically permits the completion of the
whole representation when a few neurons of the original set are activated
(McNaughton and Morris, 1987). Therefore, many models hypothesize that the
CA3 region of the hippocampus is responsible for pattern completion via its
recurrent collaterals (Marr, 1971;McNaughton and Morris, 1987;Rolls and
Treves, 1994).
1.3c Physiological Evidence for Pattern Separation and Pattern Completion
The

anatomical

connections

of

the

hippocampus

support

the

computational models of pattern separation and pattern completion, but until
recently experimental evidence for pattern separation was scarce. McNaughton
and colleagues (McNaughton et al., 1989) showed that dentate lesions result in
severe spatial learning defects and alter the temporal, but not spatial, firing
properties of CA3 pyramidal cells. Moreover, novel environments enhanced the
induction and maintenance of long-term potentiation in the dentate gyrus (Davis
et al., 2004). These results imply that this subfield of the hippocampal formation
might be required for learning that a new experience is different from a similar
prior experience.

Gilbert et al. (2001) used a delayed-match-to-sample for
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spatial location task to assess pattern separation and found that rats with ablated
granule cells performed worse when spatial similarity was increased compared to
vehicle injected controls.

In addition, granule cells were recorded as rats

navigated an eight-arm radial maze and were shown to have small receptive
fields that coincided with low rate, sparse firing (Jung and McNaughton, 1993).
Furthermore, putative granule cells have been reported to fire in multiple
locations in the environment (Leutgeb et al., 2007;McNaughton et al.,
1983;Chawla et al., 2005) (but see chapter 2) and data from Leutgeb et al.
(2007) showed that different firing fields of putative granule cells change their
firing rates when the shape of the environment was altered. The variation in
granule cell firing rates in different environments has been suggested as a
mechanism to express pattern separation (Leutgeb et al., 2007). The idea that
granule, hilar, and CA3c cells act as a functional unit to facilitate the pattern
separation process was suggested by Hunsaker et al. (2008) in a report showing
that lesions to both the dentate and to a lesser extent CA3c impaired an animal’s
ability to detect subtle changes in the distance between two objects in an
environment. Myers and Scharfman (2009) proposed a model suggesting that
increasing the firing rate of mossy cells can facilitate pattern separation because
of the negative disynaptic feedback from mossy cells (+)  basket cells (-) 
granule cells. The necessity of the granule cells to differentiate between objects
that are spatially similar, the cellular firing characteristics, and the proliferation of
new neurons suggest that the dentate may perform pattern separation to
decrease interference between old and new memories (Aimone et al., 2006).
Additional experiments should be conducted that directly examine neural activity
in the dentate gyrus while sensory input is slightly altered.
Brain systems implemented in memory need to store information and
recall the previously stored information.
recalls

It has been suggested that the

hippocampal

formation

information

via

CA3

performing

pattern

completion.

Behavioral evidence supporting the hypothesis that CA3 is

necessary for pattern completion came from Gold and Kesner (2005) in a study
that showed that chemically ablating CA3 decreased the ability of rats to find a
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reward location after reducing the number of available cues. Complementing the
evidence provided from the Gold and Kesner investigation, Nakazawa and
colleagues (2002) found that removing most extramaze cues during a spatial
memory task caused mice with a CA3 NMDA-receptor knockout to perform
worse in the task than wild-type mice. In addition, they showed that CA1 place
cells of a CA3 NMDA-receptor knockout mouse had a reduction in firing rate and
place field size (Nakazawa et al., 2002). However, this study is not conclusive
because no direct recordings from CA3 were conducted.

In addition, other

apparently conflicting results have been obtained regarding computations
performed in CA3. One experiment performed by Lee et al. (2004b) involved
rotating distal and local cues in opposite directions, which created a mismatch at
each point on a track between the sensory input provided from the distal and
proximal cues, and found that location-specific firing of CA3 cells maintained
similar patterns of activity in both conditions (i.e., CA3 performed pattern
completion). In contrast, data from Leutgeb et al. (2004) showed that completely
different CA3 ensembles were active when rats foraged in identical enclosures
located in different rooms, which suggests that CA3 performs pattern separation.
A study that examined CA3 immediate early gene activity showed that ensemble
activity overlapped when local and distal room cues were manipulated and
overlapped less in two different environments (Vazdarjanova and Guzowski,
2004). Collectively, these data suggest that CA3 performs pattern completion or
pattern separation depending on whether changes in the input are either small or
large, respectively (Guzowski et al., 2004), which is in agreement with
computational models (McClelland and Goddard, 1996;O'Reilly and McClelland,
1994).

Alternatively, the dentate gyrus may actively perform either pattern

separation or pattern completion, and CA3 may passively relay the results of
information processing from a region located upstream.

Consequently, it is

necessary to examine the information sent from structures projecting into CA3
(i.e., dentate gyrus and entorhinal cortex), in order to directly compare input and
output representations.
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The first part of the research reported in this dissertation focuses on the
under-characterized local circuitry of the dentate gyrus.

Strong evidence is

provided suggesting that cells localized to the polymorphic layer fire in multiple
locations

throughout

an

enclosure;

this

finding

represents

the

first

characterization of the spatial firing characteristics of hilar neurons in behaving
rats. Moreover, it casts doubt on the previous reports claiming that granule cells
typically have multiple firing fields distributed throughout an environment, but
instead provides evidence suggesting that these cells typically fire in single
locations in an environment. The second part of this dissertation focuses on the
flow of information through the hippocampus and the computations occurring in
the dentate gyrus and CA3 hippocampal subfields. This report compares the
response of the CA3 subfield with all three of its primary inputs (LEC, MEC, and
dentate gyrus). The results show that the dentate gyrus representation changes
compared to its input representations, whereas the CA3 representation changes
less than its input representations. Furthermore, even though individual LEC
cells showed poor spatial tuning, a weak local-cue-related signal was observed
at the population level that contrasted with the global-cue-related signal
represented by the MEC.

These results elaborate the previously reported

dissociation between MEC and LEC representations (Hargreaves et al.,
2005;Yoganarasimha et al., 2010).

These findings are consistent with

longstanding computational models proposing that (1) CA3 is an associative
memory system performing pattern completion in order to recall previous
memories from partial inputs and (2) the dentate gyrus performs pattern
separation to help store different memories in ways that reduce interference
when the memories are subsequently recalled.
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CHAPTER 2 CHARACTERIZING THE SPATIAL FIRING
PROPERTIES OF NEURONS FROM THE DENTATE GYRUS

2.1 Introduction
The dentate gyrus, one of the hippocampal subfields associated with the
“classic trisynaptic pathway”, is essential in mnemonic function (McNaughton et
al., 1989). Similar to CA1 and CA3, this region consists of three layers; however,
unlike the CA regions, the dentate gyrus has more than one putative excitatory
cell type (i.e., granule and mossy cells). Granule cells, which in rat surpass a
million neurons (West et al., 1991;Rapp and Gallagher, 1996;Witter and Amaral,
2004) with their cell bodies composing the granule cell layer, receive multiple
sources of input, one of which is from layer two of the entorhinal cortex (Witter
and Amaral, 2004) and project via the mossy fibers to CA3. In contrast, mossy
cells of the polymorphic cell layer number approximately 10,000 - 50,000 (West
et al., 1991;Buckmaster and Jongen-Relo, 1999;Henze and Buzsaki, 2007).
Mossy cells play a central role in the only excitatory feedback pathway in the
“trisynaptic loop” receiving input from CA3c cells (Scharfman, 1994) and then
projecting back to granule cells (Jackson and Scharfman, 1996).

The local

circuitry of the polymorphic layer is further complicated by the recurrent circuitry
within the dentate gyrus. Directly excited by input from granule cells, mossy cells
excite other distantly located granule cells and feedback to inhibitory basket
neurons (Witter and Amaral, 2004;Buckmaster et al., 1996;Wenzel et al., 1997).
Since the polymorphic layer plays a pivotal role in the flow of information through
the hippocampus it is important to know whether cells in this layer show spatially
selective firing.
Only a few studies have reported the spatial firing characteristics of
excitatory cells in the dentate gyrus; however, interpreting the data has been
difficult because of the ambiguity in identifying recordings of either granule or
hilar cells. The previous reports showed that putative granule cells had multipunctate firing fields that were distributed irregularly across the environment,
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while occasionally cells only had a single field (Jung and McNaughton,
1993;Leutgeb et al., 2007). Gothard et al. (2001) reported similar findings except
they claimed that the recordings were from cells in both the granule and
polymorphic cell layers, but with the majority coming from the granule cell layer.
Skaggs et al. (1996) observed that the majority of putative granule cells detected
during sleep were silent during behavior; however, the few active cells were
strongly theta-modulated, but the spatial firing patterns were not described.
Currently, there have been no reports describing the spatial firing characteristics
of cells in the polymorphic cell layer.
The electrophysiological properties of principle cells from the granule and
hilar layers are distinctively different. The resting membrane potential of granule
cells is extremely hyperpolarized both in vivo (Ylinen et al., 1995;Penttonen et al.,
1997) and in vitro (Lambert and Jones, 1990;Spruston and Johnston,
1992;Staley et al., 1992;Soltesz and Mody, 1994), which contributes to the
previously

reported

sparse

spontaneous

firing

rates

(Scharfman

and

Schwartzkroin, 1988;Penttonen et al., 1997). In contrast, the resting membrane
potential of mossy cells is less polarized than granule cells both in vivo (Henze
and Buzsaki, 2007) and in vitro (Scharfman and Schwartzkroin, 1988;Scharfman,
1992;Scharfman, 1994;Lubke et al., 1998).

Since the resting membrane

potential is closer to the threshold for spiking, mossy cells have the propensity to
spontaneously fire (Scharfman and Schwartzkroin, 1988;Strowbridge et al.,
1992;Buckmaster et al., 1993). Furthermore, granule cells have higher input
resistances and shorter time constants than reported for mossy cells (Scharfman,
1992). Scharfman (1992) reported that granule cells recorded intracellularly in
slice fire action potentials with shorter durations compared to mossy cells.
Comparably, Henze and Buzsaki (2007) showed that mossy cells recorded in
anesthetized rats have long, broad waveforms.

The most striking disparity

between granule cells and mossy cells is the capacity to fire in burst. Mossy
cells recorded in slice have a higher propensity to fire trains of spikes either in
response to a pulse of current or spontaneously than granule cells recorded in
vitro (Scharfman and Schwartzkroin, 1988;Strowbridge et al., 1992;Scharfman,
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1992;Buckmaster et al., 1993).

These electrophysiological differences might

help clarify the ambiguity associated with in vivo dentate gyrus recordings from
freely moving animals.
The present study examines the spatial firing characteristics of cells from
the dentate gyrus polymorphic layer. This is the first reported evidence from
freely moving animals showing that hilar cells fire in multiple locations in a single
enclosure.

After partitioning dentate gyrus recordings into two groups (i.e.,

recordings from tetrodes detecting behaviorally active cells with spatial firing in
either single or multiple locations), differences were observed when examining
the firing properties during sleep and foraging.

One group of cells had a

significantly higher percentage of active cells recorded on a tetrode and fired in
multiple locations in the environment, whereas a second group fired sparsely and
the few cells that were active only fired in single locations in the environment.
The group of cells recorded on tetrodes detecting at least one unit with multiple
fields had fewer cells recorded during sleep with a higher mean firing and
bursting rate compared to cells recorded on tetrodes detecting units with only
single fields.

These differences are consistent with previous reports of

electrophysiological properties seen in slice and anesthetized animals for the
excitatory cells in the dentate gyrus; consequently, we propose that cells from the
polymorphic layer tend to have multi-punctate firing fields and granule cells-when
active-fire in single locations.
2.2 Results
Recordings of the dentate gyrus were obtained from seven rats implanted
with independently movable multi-tetrode arrays as they quietly laid on a
pedestal prior to and following an active foraging behavior.

Tetrodes were

advanced daily until gamma activity and dentate spikes were detected in the
EEG (Bragin et al., 1995b;Bragin et al., 1995a), which occur ~300 µm past the
CA1 subregion of the hippocampus and indicated that the tetrodes were
approaching the dentate gyrus. After observing the gamma activity and dentate
spikes, the neural activity observed on the tetrodes was patiently monitored
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during sleep for at least thirty minutes in order to determine if cells were present.
If no cells were detected, then tetrodes were subsequently advanced 20 µm or
less a day.
Figure 2.1, shows coronal sections of a crystal violet stained rat
hippocampus with tetrode tracks that were localized to the ambiguous region
(Figure 2.1.A) and the polymorphic cell layer (Figure 2.1.B). The red boxes in A
and B indicate regions of interest that were shown in the magnified (10X) image
with arrows indicating the tip of the tetrode track. The data plotted in Figure
2.2.A was recorded on the tetrode identified in Figure 2.1.A, whereas the data in
Figure 2.2.D was recorded on the tetrode identified in Figure 2.1.B. As tetrodes
entered the dentate gyrus, numerous patterns of activity were detected on the
four channels of the tetrode and visualized on scatter plots. For example, some
tetrodes had multiple clusters of spikes that were only apparent when the animal
was “sleeping” (see Figure 2.2.A sleep), whereas others detected a few clusters
only during sleep. There were other tetrodes that only detected a few clusters
(see Figure 2.2.A sleep) regardless of the animal’s sleep state.

These

observations in conjunction with previous reports suggesting that cells from the
dentate gyrus only fire when the animal was asleep (Skaggs et al., 1996)
provided precedence for us to collect multiple periods of sleep, each lasting 30 to
60 minutes, prior to and following the experiments to increase the likelihood of
detecting a sparse firing population of granule cells.
In addition to observing differences in the patterns of activity on the
tetrodes during sleep, it appeared that there were also differences during active
behavior. The tetrodes with numerous clusters during sleep were relatively silent
during behavior (Figure 2.2.A forage), whereas the tetrodes detecting only a few
clusters during sleep were more active during behavior (Figure 2.2.B forage).
Note in Figure 2.2.A the difference in the number of spikes for the six clusters
well isolated clusters in both sleep sessions compared to the forage session. For
the spikes on the tetrode plotted in figure 2.1.B, the one well isolated cluster
showed robust patterns of firing in both sleep and behavior. For full tetrode
projections used to isolate the cells on tetrodes see Figure 2.3 and
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Figure 2.1. Histology Localizing Tetrodes Targeting DG. Histology from rat
153 showing tetrodes targeting the dentate gyrus subfield of the hippocampus
localized to a region near the transition between the granule (A) and polymorphic
cell layers (B). The regions of interest (red boxes) are magnified (10X) to show
the tips of the tracks (arrows). Scale bar equals 600 µm.
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Figure 2.2. Unit Isolation for Two Example Tetrodes Targeting DG. Scatter
plots showing the maximum height of triggered action potentials on two channels
of a tetrode during two sleep sessions and a foraging session that each lasted 30
minutes. The data plotted in A were recorded on the tetrode classified as
ambiguous (Fig 2.1.A), whereas the data in B were recorded on the tetrode
localized to the polymorphic cell layer (Fig 2.1.B). Each set of colored points
represents a different cluster. (See Figure 2.3 and 2.4 for all projections of these
tetrodes.)
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Figure 2.3. Full Tetrode Projections Used to Isolate Cells on Tetrode
Localized to the Transition Between the Granule and Polymorphic Cell
Layers. Full tetrode projections used to isolate the clusters from the tetrode in
Figure 2.2A during pre-forage sleep (A) and open-field foraging (B). (A,B) Peak
voltage (i) and energy (ii) were used to separate clusters. Six well-isolated
clusters are shown in red, green, blue, yellow, cyan, and purple. Black points
represent noise and clusters that were not clearly isolatable. Channels 2 and 4
were shorted together, resulting in the points falling on the 45° diagonal. The
average waveforms (iii), detected on the four channels of the tetrode, are shown
for each cluster.
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Figure 2.4. Full Tetrode Projections Used to Isolate Cells on Tetrode
Localized to Polymorphic Cell Layer. Full tetrode projections used to isolate
the clusters from the tetrode in Figure 2.2B during sleep 2 (A) and open-field
foraging (B). (A,B) Peak voltage (i) and energy (ii) were used to separate the
one well-isolated cluster shown in red. Black points represent noise and clusters
that were not clearly isolatable. The waveforms (iii) from each spike, detected on
the four channels of the tetrode, are shown for the lone cluster.
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Figure 2.4. When postmortem histology was performed on the implanted rats,
the tetrode tracks ended in all three layers of the dentate gyrus (i.e., the
molecular, granule, and polymorphic cell layers).

Furthermore, many of the

tetrode tracks were localized to the transition between granule cell layer and
hilus, which was considered ambiguous. Histology was performed two weeks
after the initial recordings were started, which confounded identifying the
recording sites because the tetrodes could have shifted overtime; consequently,
many parameters were examined to facilitate the identification of recording from
specific cell types.
In an attempt to disambiguate the dentate gyrus recordings, we examined
the mean firing rate during sleep for all the well isolated clusters and determined
that the majority (91%) of recorded cells from the seven rats had a firing rate less
than 2 Hz and 61% of the total population had a mean firing rate less than 0.15
Hz; however, there was no obvious way of differentiating the multiple types of
cells in the dentate gyrus based solely on firing rate (Figure 2.5). To examine
any potential relationship between the number of active cells, which were defined
as having a statistically significantly (p <= 0.01; Monte-Carlo statistics) spatial
information score that exceeded 0.5 bits/spike and fired more than 75 spikes
while the rat foraged in square enclosure, and sleep clusters in rats that actively
foraged (n = 4; one rat was excluded because no cells were active and two rats
were excluded because of inadequate spatial sampling), we plotted the number
of cells active and sleep clusters detected on each tetrode for data pooled from
41 tetrodes and across 23 foraging sessions; thus, samples were repeated in the
data set (i.e., the same cell recorded for multiple sessions) and statistical test
were not conducted (Figure 2.6A). Several patterns emerged when comparing
the number of sleep clusters and active cells recorded on a tetrode. First, all
tetrodes that detected six or more clusters during sleep had at most one active
cell; 6 tetrodes had one active cell, whereas the remaining 17 tetrodes had no
active cells during sleep. Second, tetrodes that detected five or
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Figure 2.5. Distribution of Mean Firing Rates During Sleep. Histogram of the
mean firing rates during sleep for all cells detected on tetrodes localized to the
dentate gyrus of seven rats (top). The bottom graph magnifies the bins showing
the cell counts ranging from 1 to 3 in order to visualize the range of firing rate
bins (0.05-35 Hz).
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Figure 2.6. Negative Relationship Between Sleep and Behavior Clusters
Recorded in DG. (A) Scatter plot of the number of cells active during behavior
vs. the number of cells detected during sleep. To aid in visualization of the
overlapping data points, jitter was added to the points. (B) Summary of data in
panel A showing the number of cells firing during sleep and behavior. Samples
were repeated in the data set (i.e., the same cell recorded for multiple sessions) and
statistical test were not conducted.
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fewer sleep clusters had as many as three active cells during behavior. There
were three examples of a tetrode detecting more cells during behavior than
sleep. Figure 2.6.B summarizes the data plotted in Figure 2.6.A and shows that
sixty-eight cells were considered active compared to 463 putative excitatory
sleep clusters. Furthermore, only a minority of tetrodes recorded active cells (24
out of 41). Interestingly, there was an inverse relationship noticed between the
number of active and sleep cells suggesting that the population of recorded cells
might consist of different cell types from the dentate gyrus. Since only a minority
of tetrodes detected active cells and there was an inverse relationship detected
between sleep and behavior, we decided to examine the spatial firing properties
of the active cells.
There was a subset of active cells from the last day that 2 rats foraged in
an open enclosure that were unambiguously localized to the polymorphic layer
based on histological reconstruction of tetrode tracks (Figure 2.7). The active
cells were restricted to 5 recording sites. During sleep, 12 different units fired
less than 2 Hz from these 5 tetrodes. During foraging, 8 units showed robust
spatial firing based on the previously mentioned criteria (see Figure 2.8 for the
best projections used to isolate clusters). The mean spatial information of these
8 units was 1.1 bits/spike ± 0.2 S.D. The ratio of spatially selective cells to sleep
clusters at the 5 recording sites was slightly variable (2/5, 1/1, 2/2, 2/3, 1/1), but
all showed a relatively high ratio. The cells fired in multiple locations throughout
the enclosure, similar to previously reports from putative granule cells (Jung and
McNaughton, 1993;Leutgeb et al., 2007). To quantify the number of fields per
cell, a field was defined as 10 contiguous pixels of the rate map, each of which
had a firing rate that exceeded 20% of the peak firing in the rate map. The black
place-field maps in Figure 2.7 show that the majority of the 8 spatially selective
cells fired in multiple locations (quadruple fields: 1; triple fields: 3; double fields:
3; single fields: 1). Note that even the cell classified as having a single field
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Figure 2.7. Spatial Firing Rate Maps of Cells from the Hilus. Rate maps and
place-field count plots of cells that were localized to the polymorphic layer based
on histological reconstruction of tetrode tracks. For the rate maps, blue
represents no firing and red represents peak firing, which is labeled in red to the
right of the field count plots. In the field count plots, black represents the regions
that were included in each spatially selective subfield (see Experimental
Procedures). The number of fields is labeled in black to the right of the field
count plot. Rate maps and field count plots are for the day that the last open field
session was recorded. Brain sections indicate the location of the tetrode track
after the last day of experiments. Scale bars equal 60 µm. All of these examples
were recorded on tetrodes that were not adjusted between the time of recordings
and the perfusion of the animal. Figure 2.8 shows the best projections used to
isolate the clusters recorded on these tetrodes.
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Figure 2.8. Unit Isolation for Cells Localized to Polymorphic Cell Layer.
Best tetrode projections that were used to isolate the clusters localized to the
polymorphic cell layer.
Scatter plots show the peak voltage (top) and
corresponding energy (bottom). All plots show data recorded during preceding
sleep, open-field foraging, and final sleep sessions. Note, there is a similar
pattern of firing (dense clusters) in all three sessions. During experiments 1-4 for
rat 153, there was an additional hour of sleep recorded prior to the second and
third sleep sessions that is not shown. The colored points represent the wellisolated cluster(s) of interest. Black points show all spikes recorded on the
tetrode.
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showed 2-3 peaks in the color-coded rate map. The non-spatially selective cells
showed a variety of firing patterns (data not shown). One cell was silent, two
fired diffusely with no clear spatial selectivity (mean rates 0.07 and 5.98 Hz), and
one appeared to fire in multiple fields, but it did not reach criteria to be
considered a spatially selective cell. In contrast to the recording sites localized to
the polymorphic layer, of the 26 tetrodes localized to the granule layer or to the
transition between the granule and polymorphic layers, only 1 tetrode recorded a
cell with multiple place fields, 5 tetrodes recorded cells with single fields, 13
tetrodes did not record any cells that were active during behavior (although cells
were active on these tetrodes during sleep), and 7 tetrodes did not record any
cells in either sleep or behavior (perhaps due to poor electrode quality).
After observing cells in the polymorphic layer with multi-punctate firing and
since we could not unambiguously identify the recording sites because the
histology was performed two weeks after the initial recordings, we decided to
partition the tetrode recordings into two groups; those that only recorded a cell
with a single field (Figure 2.9.A) and ones that recorded at least one cell with
multiple fields (Figure 2.9.B).

For all analyses reported in the results, we

included recordings from a tetrode with active cells only on the day that the most
sleep clusters were detected to exclude repeated samples (see methods for
details). There were 25 spatially active cells and the majority of these cells fired
in multiple locations (pentuple or more fields: 5; quadruple fields: 2; triple fields:
3; double fields: 3; single fields: 12). The ratemaps and field counts for all spatial
active cells are shown in the Figure 2.10. Of the tetrodes recording a cell with
multiple fields, only 1 of the spatially active cells detected had a single field and
this was included in the group recording multiple cells. When comparing the
distribution of sleep clusters, the tetrodes detecting cells with single fields had
significantly more sleep clusters than the tetrodes detecting at least one cell with
multiple fields (Figure 2.11; Mann-Whitney U-test; p < 0.05). To quantify the
difference in activity between sleep and behavior, we calculated a sparseness
index (number of putative excitatory cells active during behavior divided by
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Figure 2.9. Different Spatial Firing Patterns for Cells Recorded in DG.
Examples of cells with single (A) and multiple (B) fields. Rate maps, plots
showing spikes (red) from the cell superimposed on the rat’s trajectory (gray),
and plots showing all fields are shown in the first, second, and third columns,
respectively. For the rate maps, the peak firing rates (Hz; red) and spatial
information scores (bits/spike; blue) were labeled below the lower right and left
corners, respectively.
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Figure 2.10. Ratemaps for All Active Cells Recorded In DG. Rate maps and
place-field plots for all active cells recorded while animals foraged. Data from
animals that actively foraged and had cells that were considered active (see
Experimental Procedures) were included. In the rate maps, red represents peak
firing and blue represents no firing. To the right of the field count plots, the peak
firing rate (Hz) and number of fields are labeled in red and black, respectively.
Cells were considered active when the cell had a statistically significantly (p ≤
0.01) spatial information score that was greater than 0.5 bits/spike and fired more
than 75 spikes. Cells were grouped by the day (i.e., experiment number) of each
recording for individual rats (e.g., 153-01 Sc4 Cell3 refers to rat 153, day 01 of
recording, tetrode 4, cell number 3). Note that the spatial firing pattern for some
cells recorded on the same tetrode of a rat was similar across days, suggesting
the recordings were stable and the same cell was recorded on multiple days;
consequently, repeated samples were excluded by looking at data from the day
that had the most sleep clusters recorded or from the first day that active cells
were recorded on a given tetrode. For rat195-14, cells 1 and 3 have similar fields,
but were clearly non-overlapping clusters in the tetrode projections. Both cells
have waveforms with two humps suggesting that these two simultaneously
recorded cells might be coupled by gap junctions.

Figure 2.11. Significantly More Sleep Clusters Detected on Tetrodes
Recording Cells with Single Fields than Multiple Fields. Single Fields
Distribution of Sleep vs. Active Cell Recorded Scatter plot showing the number of
active cells during behavior vs. the number of cells detected during sleep. Each
point represents data from one tetrode (red represents tetrodes detecting cells
with only single fields, whereas gray represents tetrodes detecting a cell with
multiple fields). The arrow indicates the one ambiguous tetrode that detected a
cell with multiple fields and a cell with a single field. Tetrodes recording cells with
only single fields had significantly more sleep clusters than tetrodes recording at
least one cell with multiple fields (p < 0.05). To aid in visualization of overlapping
points, jitter was added to the points.
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Figure 2.12. Sparseness Ratios. Histograms show sparseness ratios (number
of active cells / number of sleep clusters) for tetrodes recording cells with only
single fields (top panel; red bars) and tetrodes recording at least one cell with
multiple fields (bottom panel; gray bars).
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number of putative excitatory cells active during sleep) for each tetrode. Figure
2.12 shows that tetrodes recording a cell with only a single field had a
significantly lower sparseness index than tetrodes recording cells with multiple
fields (single median 0.29, IQR25to75 0.14-0.5; multiple median 0.83, IQR25to75 0.51; Mann-Whitney U-test; p < 0.01). To remove any spikes occurring when the
rats were stationary, which might contaminate the spatial signal, the data were
velocity filtered. Similar to the non-velocity filtered data, tetrodes recording a cell
with only a single field had a significantly lower sparseness index than tetrodes
recording cells with multiple fields (Figure 2.13).

When the one tetrode that

simultaneously detected cells with single and multiple fields was excluded from
the analysis, the results again showed that cells with single fields fired more
sparsely and had more sleep clusters than cells with multiple fields (data not
shown). The lower percentage of active cells on the tetrodes detecting cells with
single fields resembles the previously reported sparse firing of granule cells
(Barnes, 1990;Chawla et al., 2005), which contrast to the higher sparseness
values seen on tetrodes recording cells with multiple fields.
The firing characteristics of active cells were further classified by
comparing the size of each field.

Fields were determined by the previously

mentioned method and then the pixels were converted to cm2. The area of each
field for the two groups were significantly different (Figure 2.14; single median
42.1 cm2, IQR25to75 29.0-72.8; multiple median 13.3 cm2, IQR25to75 7.1-21.0;
Mann-Whitney U-test; p < 0.0001). However, there was no significant difference
between the two groups when looking at the total area of the environment that
each cell was active (Figure 2.15; single median 42.1 cm2, IQR25to75 29.0-72.8;
multiple median 53.2 cm2, IQR25to75 36.7-69.3; Mann-Whitney U-test; p = 0.5).
The mean in-field firing rates were not different between either group (Figure
2.16; single median 2.94 Hz, IQR25to75 1.83-6.06; multiple median 3.77 Hz,
IQR25to75 3.01-4.72; Mann-Whitney U-test; p = 0.68). Figure 2.17 shows that
there was no difference in peak firing rates (single median 6.0 Hz, IQR25to75 3.4513.0; multiple median 11.2 Hz, IQR25to75 8.87-15.3; Mann-Whitney U-test; p =
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Figure 2.13. Analyses with Velocity Filtered Data. Rate maps were speed
filtered to exclude firing that occurred when rats were stationary (speed < 2
cm/s). (A,C) Scatter plots showing the number of active cells during behavior vs.
the number of cells detected during the sleep session with the most clusters for
each tetrode (A) or the first day that an active cell during behavior was detected
on a tetrode (C). Each point represents data from one tetrode (tetrodes
recording cells with only single fields are red and tetrodes recording a cell with
multiple fields are gray). For both conditions, tetrodes recording cells with only
single fields had significantly more sleep clusters than tetrodes recording at least
one cell with multiple fields (Mann-Whitney U-test, p < 0.05). To aid in
visualization of overlapping points, jitter was added to the points. (B,D)
Histograms show sparseness ratios (number of active cells during behavior /
number of sleep clusters) for tetrodes recording cells with only single fields (top
panel; red bars) and tetrodes recording at least one cell with multiple fields
(bottom panel; gray bars) for the sleep session with the most clusters (B) or the
first day that an active cell during behavior was detected (D). For both
conditions, tetrodes recording cells with only single fields had significantly lower
sparseness ratios than tetrodes recording at least one cell with multiple fields (B:
Mann-Whitney U-test, p < 0.01; D: Mann-Whitney U-test, p < 0.05).
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Figure 2.14. Subfield Size for DG Cells. Histograms show the area of each
individual field of cells with only single fields recorded on a tetrode (top panel; red
bars) and cells from tetrodes that recorded at least one unit with multiple fields
(bottom panel; gray bars).

Figure 2.15. Combined Field Size for DG Cells. Histograms show total area
(area of all fields summed) for each cell in the two groups. Top panel (red bars)
show cells with single fields and bottom panel (grey bars) show cells multiple
fields.
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Figure 2.16. In-Field Firing Rates for DG Cells. Histograms show mean infield firing rates for the two groups. Top panel (red bars) show cells with single
fields and bottom panel (grey bars) show cells multiple fields.

Figure 2.17. Peak Firing Rate for DG Cells. Histograms show the peak firing
rate for each cell in the two groups. Top panel (red bars) show cells with single
fields and bottom panel (grey bars) show cells multiple fields.
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0.3). The spatial information scores of cells recorded on single field tetrodes was
higher than those of cells recorded on tetrodes detecting units with multiple fields
(single median 1.50 bits/spike, IQR25to75 0.95-1.93; multiple median 1.12
bits/spike, IQR25to75 0.74-1.40; Mann-Whitney U-test; p = 0.05); however, this
was only a trend (Figure 2.18). No differences were obtained when we analyzed
data from only the first day that active cells were recorded on a tetrode (see
Table 2.1).
Shown in slice work, Scharfman (1992) reported that mossy cells fire in
bursts when injecting a pulse of depolarizing current, whereas granule cells do
not show this physiological profile.

Therefore, we decided to examine the

“burstiness” of active cells on tetrodes recording units with singe fields or multiple
fields based on the criterion used in Harris et al. (2001). The burst index was
defined as the number of times two consecutive spikes occurred within 6 ms
during a cell’s spike train divided by the total number of inter spike intervals.
Figure 2.19 shows that cells on tetrodes recording at least one unit with multiple
fields were significantly more bursty than cells on tetrodes recording units with
only single fields (single median 0.12, IQR25to75 0.05-0.13; multiple median 0.15,
IQR25to75 0.12-0.16; Mann-Whitney U-test; p < 0.05). Harris et al. (Harris et al.,
2001) extended the duration of the inter spike intervals up 15 ms; therefore, we
looked at an extended range of times (i.e., 9, 12, and 15 ms) and only detected
trends for 9 and 12 ms and no difference for 15 ms time span, which was
possibly do to the small sample size (see Table 2.1). No difference was detected
when we used the data from only the first day that active cells were recorded to
exclude repeated samples compared to the day with the most sleep clusters.
Additional differences were observed between cells recorded on tetrodes
with units that had single fields and multiple fields, when looking at the firing
properties of cells recorded during sleep. The burst index was calculated for all
cells recorded on both groups of tetrodes (Figure 2.20). The 6 ms burst index for
cells on tetrodes with single fields was substantially lower than cells on tetrodes
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Figure 2.18. Spatial Information for DG Cells. Histograms show spatial
information scores for each cell in the two groups. Top panel (red bars) show
cells with single fields and bottom panel (grey bars) show cells multiple fields.
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Table 2.1
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Figure 2.19. Burst Index for DG Cells Recorded During Behavior.
Histograms show the burst index for each cell in the two groups. The burst index
indicates the percentage of spikes in a cell’s spike train that occurred within 6 ms
of each other. Top panel (red bars) show cells with single fields and bottom
panel (grey bars) show cells multiple fields.

Figure 2.20. Burst Index of DG Cells Recorded During Sleep. Histograms
show the burst index for each cell in the two groups. Red (top) and grey (bottom)
plots represent data from tetrodes detecting cells with single or multiple fields,
respectively.
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with multiple fields (single median 0.04, IQR25to75 0.02-0.11; multiple median
0.14, IQR25to75 0.11-0.20; Mann-Whitney U-test; p < 0.001). There were also
significant differences between the two groups using durations of 9, 12, and 15
ms (see Table 2.1). The median firing rate during sleep for the cells on tetrodes
recording units with single fields was 0.05 Hz with an IQR25to75 of 0.02-0.19, in
contrast to 0.36 Hz with an IQR25to75 of 0.08-0.61 for cells detected on tetrodes
with units that had multiple fields (Figure 2.21; Mann-Whitney U-test; p < 0.01).
This suggests that cells recorded on single field tetrodes fire more sparsely than
cells recorded on multiple field tetrodes.
Two anatomical differences between mossy and granule cells are size of
the cell bodies and the spacing between cells. Mossy cells have large somas
that are not densely packed with other cells of the polymorphic cell layer. In
contrast, granule cells have smaller cell bodies that are densely packed with
other granule cells.

In addition to detecting more granule cells, the densely

packed granule cells might be closer to the tetrode causing a difference in the
amplitudes that the spikes are simultaneously recorded on the four channels of
the tetrode compared to the less densely packed cells of the hilus. Therefore, we
compared the difference between channels on the tetrode with the largest and
smallest amplitudes of the two groups. The normalized difference in amplitude
index was calculated by taking the difference between the channels with the
largest and smallest amplitudes and then dividing by the sum. Values closer to
zero represent similarly sized amplitudes, whereas values closer to one
represent larger differences. There was a considerable difference between the
largest and smallest amplitudes on the cells recorded on tetrodes classified as
single fields and multiple fields (Figure 2.22; single median 0.45, IQR25to75 0.310.58; multiple median 0.34, IQR25to75 0.24-0.41; Mann-Whitney U-test; p < 0.05).
When sorting all normalized channels of the tetrode (dividing each by the
amplitude of the largest channel) in ascending order and comparing the slopes,
there was also a significant difference (data not shown). The cells recorded on
tetrodes classified as single fields had a larger slope than cells recorded on
tetrodes with multiple fields (single median 0.20, IQR25to75 0.17-0.23; multiple
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Figure 2.21. Mean Firing Rates for DG Cells Recorded During Sleep.
Histograms show the mean firing rate for each cell in the two groups. Red (top)
and grey (bottom) plots represent data from tetrodes detecting cells with single or
multiple fields, respectively.

Figure 2.22. Normalized Voltage Index for DG Cells Recorded During Sleep.
Histograms show normalized voltage difference between the channels with the
largest and smallest amplitudes on the tetrode for each cell in the two groups.
The index was calculated by determining the difference between the amplitudes
of the two channels and dividing by the sum of the two amplitudes. Red (top)
and grey (bottom) plots represent data from tetrodes detecting cells with single or
multiple fields, respectively.
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median 0.17, IQR25to75 0.13-0.20; Mann-Whitney U-test; p < 0.05), which
corroborated the difference seen with the normalized difference in amplitude
index. This emphasizes another distinction between the two groups of recorded
cells.
In brain slices, Scharfman (1992) reported that the duration of the action
potential was longer in mossy cells than granule cells, while Henze and Buzsaki
(2007) also reported that the action potential duration for mossy cells was long
and broad in anesthetized rats. Therefore, we examined the features of the
extracellular waveform recorded during sleep for both groups (Figure 2.23) in an
attempt to further dissociate the cells recorded on a tetrode classified as either
single or multiple fields. The time between the peak of the action potential and
trough of the after hyperpolarization was measured on the mean waveform with
the largest amplitude for each cell (see points B and C on the red waveform in
Figure 2.20 for an example). Figure 2.24 only shows a trend for cells on tetrodes
classified as single fields to have action potential durations that are shorter than
seen for cells in the second group (single median 0.23 µsec, IQR25to75 0.22-0.28;
multiple median 0.27 µsec, IQR25to75 0.25-0.31; Mann-Whitney U-test; p = 0.07).
In addition, we also compared the maximum voltage (see points A and B on the
red waveform in Figure 2.20 for an example) of the mean waveform between the
two groups. There was a trend for the voltages of cells recorded on tetrodes
detecting cells with single fields to be larger than the second group of cells
(Figure 2.25; single median 0.38 mV, IQR25to75 0.29-0.48; multiple median 0.28
mV, IQR25to75 0.22-0.41; Mann-Whitney U-test; p = 0.07).
2.3 Conclusion
Previous reports describing the spatial firing pattern of excitatory cells in
the dentate gyrus are rare, which is in part due to the challenges of recording a
sparse firing population of cells located in granule cell layer.

To further

complicate the situation, clearly interpreting the results is hindered because the
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Figure 2.23. Example Waveforms Recorded During Sleep. Examples of the
mean waveforms recorded during sleep on four channels of a tetrode. Red and
grey waveforms were recorded on tetrodes detecting cells with single (A) or
multiple (B) fields, respectively. The points labeled a, b, and c on the waveform
on the third channel in (A) represent the locations used to determine voltage
(height of a to b) and duration (time between b and c) of the action potential.

Figure 2.24. Action Potential Duration for DG Cells Recorded During Sleep.
Histograms show the action potential duration for each cell in the two groups.
Red (top) and grey (bottom) plots represent data from tetrodes detecting cells
with single or multiple fields, respectively.
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Figure 2.25. Voltage of Action Potentials for DG Cells Recorded During
Sleep. Histograms show the maximum voltage for each cell in the two groups.
Red (top) and grey (bottom) plots represent data from tetrodes detecting cells
with single or multiple fields, respectively.
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dentate gyrus is the only region of the hippocampal formation (i.e., CA1, CA2,
CA3, and dentate) that has multiple types of excitatory cells (granule and mossy
cells). The few studies reporting the spatial firing pattern of dentate gyrus cells
have shown that putative granule cells fire in multiple locations, which are
distributed irregularly throughout the environment, but occasionally cells recorded
in the dentate fire in a single location (Jung and McNaughton, 1993;Gothard et
al., 2001;Leutgeb et al., 2007), but no data has been reported describing the
spatial firing properties of hilar cells. In the present study, we provided the first
evidence demonstrating that cells localized to the polymorphic cell layer of the
dentate gyrus fire in multiple location that are distributed irregularly throughout an
enclosure, which was strikingly similar to the previously reported granule cell
spatial firing patterns.

Therefore, the active cells with spatial firing were

partitioned into two groups: (1) cells recorded on tetrodes detecting units with
only single fields and (2) cells recorded on tetrodes detecting a least one unit
with multiple fields. These results provide strong evidence revealing two distinct
populations of cells in the dentate gyrus that both convey spatial information.
The first group is typically recorded on tetrodes detecting many additional cells
during sleep that are silent during behavior (except for a small minority with
single fields); thus, they fire more sparsely than the second group of cells
recorded on tetrodes detecting fewer clusters with the majority firing in both sleep
and multiple locations in the environment.

Another set of parameters have

further differentiated the two groups. Group one had a lower mean firing rate
during sleep and appreciably less pronounced bursting during both behavior and
sleep. Consequently, we believe that examining these properties has allowed
the first reported characterization of two different cell types in the dentate gyrus
(i.e. granule and hilar cells) in freely moving animals.
electrophysiological

differences

between

the

two

Furthermore, the

groups

resemble

the

differences reported between granule and mossy cells in both slice and
anesthetized animals leading us to speculate that these are granule and mossy
cells. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that cells firing in multiple
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locations throughout an enclosure are one of the many types of inhibitory cells,
as opposed to mossy cells. For a detailed discussion see Chapter 4.

2.4 Experimental Procedure
2.4a Subjects and Surgery
Seven male, Long-Evans rats, between 5 and 6 months old, were
purchased from Charles River Laboratories and individually housed on a 12-hour
light/dark cycle with ad libitum access to water. Under aseptic conditions, rats
were implanted with a custom designed recording drive containing 20
independently movable tetrodes. All surgeries and animal procedures complied
with National Institutes of Health guidelines and were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at John Hopkins University and
the University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston. In all animals, 5
tetrodes targeted the CA3 region and 13 tetrodes targeted the DG. To optimize
the proportion of tetrodes entering the DG and CA3, recordings were performed
during surgery to identify the location of the lateral edge of CA3, which served as
a landmark for the medial/lateral placement of the drives (range 3.2 to 4.9 mm
lateral to bregma). For the anterior/posterior placement of the drive, the most
lateral tetrode was placed 3.2 to 4.4 mm posterior to bregma.
2.4b Training and Recording
Initially, chocolate sprinkles were dispersed throughout a cardboard box
(63.5 L x 66 W x 59.7 H cm) and rats gradually learned to forage for the reward.
The reward was eventually reduced to a few pieces of chocolate periodically
tossed into the chamber. After the rats acclimated several days to foraging and
the environment, the surroundings were switched to a larger box (135 L x 135 W
x 30 H cm) with white wooden walls located in a second room that also housed
the recording equipment. Training continued in this environment until units were
detected and experiments were initiated. Briefly, a series of experiments were
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conducted over 9 to 14 days which involved rats foraging in an open environment
or circumnavigating a track. Prior to and following the experiment, extensive
periods of sleep were recorded (30 min-1hr). Results from the sleep data and
any session that rats actively foraged in an open environment were examined
and shown in this report, whereas the behavior recorded as rats ran on a circular
track was excluded.
2.4c Electrophysiological Recordings
A Cheetah Data Acquisition System (Neuralynx, Tucson, AZ) was used to
obtain electrophysiological recordings. This system simultaneously acquired up
to 72 channels (18 tetrodes) of single-unit data and continuously recorded local
EEG activity from 21 channels. Neural signals were recorded with fine microwire
electrodes (nichrome or platinum-iridium) and preamplified. The signals, which
were conducted through fine-wire recording cables and a motorized 80-channel
commutator, were amplified (1 – 5 k) and filtered between 600 Hz and 6 KHz to
optimize recording neural spikes or 1 Hz and 300 Hz for recording local field
potential. Units and local field potential were sampled at 32 kHz and 1 kHz,
respectively. The headstage contained a circular array of red (front of head) and
blue (back of head) LEDs and a linear, caudally-projecting 13 cm extension that
contained green LEDs. These were recorded at 30 Hz with an overhead camera
to track the rat’s momentary position.

Neural and positional data were

synchronized in time and stored on Dell computers for later offline analyses.
Tetrode advancement occurred over approximately three weeks, in which
each tetrode was independently lowered in small increments on a daily basis
until the tetrode tip was assumed to be located in proper hippocampal subregion.
The advancement of tetrodes was assessed by examining the changing patterns
in EEG activity in conjunction with units appearing and disappearing.

After

entering the CA1 layer, denoted by EEG ripples and a second series of
detectable cells that were located approximately 400 µm deeper than cortical
units (separated by the corpus callosum and alveus), tetrodes were advanced at
a similar rate for an additional 300 µm until gamma activity and dentate spikes in
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the EEG were detected (Bragin et al., 1995b;Bragin et al., 1995a). This denoted
that tetrodes were approaching the dentate granule layer and the tetrodes were
lowered approximately 20 µm per day until units were observed.

Once the

tetrodes were putatively located in the proper positions, the advancement of most
tetrodes was permanently stopped. However, if all units were lost on a tetrode, it
was slightly adjusted and allowed to stabilize for 12 hrs before the start of the
next experiment.
2.4d Unit Isolation
Single-units were isolated offline, using an in-house written program
compatible for PCs, based on multiple waveform characteristics (i.e., relative
amplitude, area under the waveform, and valley depth) detected concurrently on
four slightly different locations.

Data recorded during active behavior were

isolated from tetrodes with an a priori knowledge of recording location; however,
sleep data were isolated using a blind method, but some features in the data
made a few of the sleep recordings recognizable. The isolation quality of each
cell was rated 1 (very good) to 5 (poor) depending on the cluster’s separation
from background noise and other clusters. All cells rated as poor or marginal
isolation were excluded from all analyses. Additionally, cells that fired less than
75 spikes and had a statistically insignificant (p>0.01; Monte-Carlo statistics)
spatial information score that was less than <0.5 bits/spike were considered
inactive. The spatial information score was calculated using the same algorithm
used in Skaggs et al., (Skaggs et al., 1996).
2.5e Data Analysis
The number of times a cell fired and the total time the rat spent in each
pixel of a 64 x 48 grid was calculated and stored in two separate matrices. The
firing matrix was divided by the time matrix to create a ratemap for the cell then
smoothed using an adaptive binning algorithm as described in Skaggs et al.,
1996. Ratemaps were used to calculate the number of fields for each cell. All
pixels in the ratemap with a mean firing rate that exceeded 20% of the cell’s peak
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firing rate and contiguous with the edges of a minimum of 10 pixels were
considered fields.

The area of each field was estimated by converting the

number pixels to centimeters using a conversion ratio established by the distance
between the video camera and floor of the environment. The mean infield firing
rate was ascertained by averaging the mean firing rate of each pixel in the field.
For sleep, the mean firing rate was determined from the number of spikes
that each cell fired for the duration of sleep. The voltage and duration for every
action potential was based on the average waveform found on the channel of the
tetrode with the largest amplitude. The amplitude was measured from the peak
of the waveform to the lowest point prior to the peak. To establish the duration of
the spike, the width from the peak of the waveform to the lowest point in the
valley was measured and then divided by the sampling rate of the video (32 Hz).
Four data points were recorded during four consecutive days from one
tetrode that was localized to the dentate molecular layer. The waveforms of
these data points had a thin spike on only one of the tetrode channels and the
two dimensional spatial autocorrelograms resembled autocorrelograms of “grid”
cells.

Furthermore, these data points resembled the data recorded from the

perforant path fibers reported in Leutgeb et al., (Leutgeb et al., 2007);
consequently, these data were excluded from all analyses related to active
behavior reported in this study. Two rats refused to forage for food reward and
the majority of the environment was under sampled; therefore, data from these
rats were also excluded from analyses.
To exclude repeated samples, we looked at recordings from a tetrode with
active cells on the day that the most sleep clusters were detected and the first
day that an active cell was detected. Analyses reported in the results are based
on recordings from the day with the most sleep clusters; however, results based
on the first day that an active cell was detected were reported in the
supplementary material chart 1and show similar trends.
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2.5f Histological Procedures
After completing the last experiment, lesions were made on a subset of
tetrodes to aid in track identification. Rats were euthanized the following day by
perfusing with formalin through the heart. Coronal slices (40 µm) were cut from
the brain on a freezing microtome, mounted, and stained with Cresyl Violet.
Sections were photographed under a Motic SMZ-168 stereo scope (Motic
Instruments Inc., Richmond, BC, Canada), captured with a moticam 2000
camera (Motic Instruments Inc., Richmond, BC, Canada) or IC Capture DFK
41BU02 camera (The Imaging Source, Charlotte, NC, USA), and stored as JPEG
files on a Dell computer. High magnification images were taken under a Zeiss
Axioplan (Carl Zeiss Optical, Inc., Chester, VA, USA). Electrode tracks and the
tetrode that generated them were identified and assigned to an anatomical layer
depending on the region where the track stopped.
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CHAPTER 3 QUANTITATIVE EVIDENCE FOR PATTERN
COMPLETION AND PATTERN SEPARATION
PROCESSES IN CA3 AND DG

3.1 Introduction
The hippocampal formation is implicated in many mnemonic processes.
One salient feature of hippocampal output is the location-specific firing of
pyramidal cells, which are implicated in spatial and context-dependent memories
(O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978;Wood et al., 2000).

The recollection of these

memories theoretically utilizes an autoassociative attractor network that functions
by implementing two competitive, yet complementary processes (Hopfield,
1982;Marr, 1971;Tsodyks, 1999). Pattern completion can reproduce a previously
stored output pattern from a partial or degraded input pattern (Marr,
1971;Guzowski et al., 2004;McNaughton and Morris, 1987), and many models
suggest that the CA3 region of the hippocampus is responsible for this
phenomenon via its recurrent collaterals (Marr, 1971;McNaughton and Morris,
1987;Rolls and Treves, 1998) and the propensity for the recurrently connected
cells to undergo long-term potentiation (Harris and Cotman, 1986;Zalutsky and
Nicoll, 1990).

The process of pattern completion, modeled with a sigmoidal

curve, reflects a pattern of activity in CA3 neurons that remains similar despite a
partial or degraded pattern of activity in the input structures (McClelland and
Goddard, 1996). In contrast, pattern separation decreases redundancy among
incoming information and then outputs patterns that overlap less than the inputs
(Rolls and Kesner, 2006;McNaughton and Nadel, 1990;Guzowski et al., 2004).
In theory, the dentate gyrus could perform pattern separation and prevent
spurious recall by producing sparse representations from entorhinal cortex input
(McNaughton and Nadel, 1990;McNaughton and Morris, 1987).
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Strong evidence supporting the hypothesis that CA3 is necessary for
pattern completion came from Nakazawa and colleagues (2002), who found that
removing most extramaze cues during a spatial memory task altered both the
behavior and CA1 place fields of a CA3 NMDA-receptor knockout mouse more
than a wild-type mouse. Simultaneous recordings from CA3 and CA1 showed
that the population of CA3 cells represented the change between a familiar and
cue-altered environment more coherently than CA1 (Lee et al., 2004b),
suggesting that CA3 was pattern completing or generalizing compared to CA1.
Regarding the process of storing new memories, Gilbert et al. (2001) used a
delayed-match-to-sample for spatial location task to assess pattern separation
and found that rats with ablated granule cells performed worse when spatial
similarity was increased compared to vehicle injected controls.

Furthermore,

data from Leutgeb et al. (2007) showed that DG neurons fired in multiple
locations in the environment and that each of the cells individual firing fields
independently change their firing rates when the shape of the environment was
altered. The variation in firing rates for the different environments was suggested
as a mechanism to express pattern separation (Leutgeb et al., 2007).
Previous studies specifically focused on the function of each hippocampal
subregion

and

made

implicit

assumptions

about

how

environmental

manipulations changed the hippocampal input representations; however, the cell
populations that provided these inputs were rarely examined.

To directly

compare the input and output representations and quantitatively determine
whether the CA3 and DG networks actively perform pattern completion and
pattern separation, CA3 and its primary afferents (i.e., DG, LEC, and MEC) were
recorded in freely moving rats during the same experimental conditions. We
show that the primary input structures (LEC, MEC, and DG) change their
representations between a familiar and cue-altered environment more than the
downstream CA3 subfield.

In contrast, we found that the dentate gyrus

representation changes more than its input representations (i.e. LEC and MEC).
Furthermore, even though individual LEC cells showed poor spatial tuning, a
weak local-cue-related signal was observed at the population level that
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contrasted with the global-cue-related signal represented by the MEC. These
findings are consistent with longstanding computational models proposing that
(1) CA3 is an associative memory system performing pattern completion in order
to recall previous memories from partial inputs and (2) the DG performs pattern
separation to help store different memories in ways that reduce interference
when the memories are subsequently recalled.
3.2 Results
Multiple recording probes were implanted on fourteen rats targeting the
CA3 and dentate gyrus subfields of the hippocampal formation (Figure 3.1 A,B)
and its primary input structures (Figure 3.1 C,D).

Seven rats had tetrodes

simultaneously targeting subfields CA3 and DG, three rats had tetrodes targeting
LEC, and four rats had tetrodes targeting MEC. As tetrodes were individually
lowered to the targeted regions (see experimental procedures 3.4 for details),
rats were trained in a stable, controlled environment to circumnavigate clockwise
(CW) around a track with prominent local cues, which was located in the center
of a black curtained environment containing six distinct global cues (standard
session; STD in Figure 3.2). During daily recordings, three standard sessions
were interleaved with two mismatch sessions, consisting of a set of global cues
being rotated CW and a set of local cues on the track being rotated in the
opposite direction (counterclockwise; CCW) by the same amount (Figure 3.2).
Mismatch angles were equivalent to the sum of absolute value of both rotations
and covered a range of angles (i.e. mismatches of 45°, 90°, 135°, and 180°).
Rats with recording probes targeting the hippocampal formation were exposed to
two sets of each mismatch angle over 4 days, whereas rats with tetrodes
targeting LEC and MEC were exposed to a range of sets (1-9) for 2 to 18 days.
For the LEC experiments, the rat with 9 sets had an additional 6 mismatch
sessions that were not part of a complete set. There was an additional 4 days of
experiments with three 90° mismatch sessions, two 135° mismatch sessions, and
one 45° mismatch session.
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Figure 3.1. Histology Localizing Tetrodes to CA3, DG, LEC, and MEC.
Histology examples showing locations of tetrodes targeting (A) CA3, (B) DG, (C)
LEC, and (D) MEC. Scale bar equals 500 µm. Arrows indicate tips of tetrode
tracks. Yellow dots represent recording location for two example cells recorded
from MEC and LEC.

Figure 3.2. Schematic Illustrating One Day of Recording. Circular track with
prominent local cues positioned in the center of a black curtain enclosure
containing distinctive global cues. One day of the experimental protocol
consisted of three standard sessions interleaved with two mismatch sessions
consisting of the local and distal cues being rotated in the same amount but
either clockwise or counterclockwise, respectively. The mismatch angles
illustrated were 180° and 45°.
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Cells were partitioned into putative excitatory (mean firing rate <10 Hz) or
inhibitory cells (mean firing rate ≥ 10 Hz), and only the excitatory cells that fired
20 or more spikes were considered active and included in the following analyses
(Figure 3.3). Of the putative principal cells, approximately 37% of CA3 (n =
146/399), 28% of DG (n = 96/341), 77% of LEC (n = 44/57), and 80% of MEC (n
= 77/96) were considered active during the first daily standard session.

As

previously reported, the spatial information for LEC cells was lower than CA3,
DG, and MEC (Figure 3.4). Single units in CA3, DG, LEC, and MEC showed a
variety of responses to the cue manipulations. The responses of individual cells
were separated into five types and examples are shown in figure 3.5. Cells with
firing patterns that rotated with the global cues were classified as CW, whereas
cells with firing patterns that followed the local cues were categorized as CCW.
Some cells fired during the preceding standard session, but stopped firing during
the mismatch session. Other cells only fired during the mismatch session. Cells
that started or stopped firing during the mismatch sessions were classified as
‘Appear’ or ‘Disappear’, respectively. The final category was ‘Ambiguous’ and
these were cells with responses that could not be grouped with certainty into the
previously mentioned classes (i.e., a cell with two fields rotating in different
directions during the mismatch).
To compare the response of the CA3 population with its primary inputs, a
spatial population correlation analysis was performed. The normalized mean
firing rate of every cell was calculated for 360 positions on the circular track
(binned every 1°). All cells were stacked and population firing rate vectors were
constructed at each location on the track. The firing rate vectors for each bin of
the standard session prior to the mismatch session were correlated with the firing
rate vectors from either the mismatch session or the next subsequent standard
session to create spatial population correlation matrices (Fig 3.6). The results for
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Figure 3.3. Categorization of Putative Excitatory and Inhibitory Neurons.
Scatter plots of mean firing rate (Hz) on the abscissa and spike width (ms) on the
ordinate for all well isolated CA3 (A), DG (B), LEC (C), and MEC (D) cells. For
the MEC and CA3 cells, two distinct groups were observed (putative principal
cells with a mean firing rate < 10 Hz and putative interneurons with a mean firing
rate >= 10 Hz). A less obvious distinction was seen for DG cells, but to remain
uniform across regions the criterion used to identify putative principal cells in CA3
and MEC was applied. No LEC cells had a firing rate that exceeded 5 Hz.
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Figure 3.4. Distribution of Spatial Information Scores on Circular Track.
Histograms show the spatial information scores based on two dimensional rate
maps for CA3 (A), DG (B), LEC (C), and MEC (D) cells. The information scores
for MEC and LEC have been reported previously (Yoganarasimha, 2010).
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Figure 3.5. Example Rate Maps for Four Recorded Regions Showing Variety
of Cellular Responses After Rotating the Local and Global Cues. Rate maps
showing representative cells from DG, CA3, LEC, and MEC that changed their
firing patterns between the standard and mismatch sessions. Series of rate maps
represent five consecutive sessions for one day. Blue shows areas with no firing
and red shows peak rates, which are labeled on the lower right corner of each
map. Colored boxes around ratemaps indicate response type (CW-dark blue;
CCW-light blue; Appear-green; Disappear-orange; Ambiguous (AMB)-maroon).
Angles in the center of all mismatch session ratemaps for each group (columns 2
and 4) indicate the total mismatch angle.
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Figure 3.6. Correlation Matrices Between Vectors of Positional Firing Rates
for Population of Recorded Cells. Correlation matrices between normalized
firing rate vectors from CA3, DG, LEC, and MEC. For each cell, the firing rate for
every bin was normalized to its peak firing rate. The matrix was created by
correlating firing rate vectors for a standard session with those of the subsequent
mismatch or standard session. Positions (°) on the linearized track in the
standard and/or mismatch sessions are shown on the ordinate and abscissa.
MEC, LEC, and DG representations became increasingly decorrelated between
STD and MIS sessions with increasing mismatch angles, as the correlation
matrices lost most of their structure. In contrast, the CA3 representations
maintained a stronger band of correlation, even in the 180° mismatch; however,
the band of correlation did progressively become more decorrelated as the
mismatch angle increased.
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CA3 replicated the findings from Lee et al. (2004b).

Briefly, the correlation

matrices for CA3 comparing the standard sessions preceding and following all
mismatch angles, produced a high correlation on the diagonal, showing that a
significant number of CA3 cells fired at a similar location in both standard
sessions.

Like the population correlation matrices between the standard

sessions, in every mismatch rotation CA3 sustained a band of highly correlated
activity, albeit the band shifted downward indicating that the CA3 cells were
controlled by the local cues.
When analyzing the response of the DG cells during the 45° mismatch,
there was a weak band of correlated activity near the diagonal. For all mismatch
angles greater than 45°, the DG spatial population correlation matrices appeared
decorrelated and lacked the coherence observed in the population of CA3 cells.
Even the standard sessions for DG appeared less structured, which suggests
that the DG representation might continually change from one session to the
next. Every LEC correlation matrix appeared decorrelated due to the lack of
structure suggesting that the LEC representation, unlike the CA3 representation,
might change from one session to the next. The MEC representation was highly
correlated along the diagonal for all the correlation matrices between the
standard sessions. Furthermore, the correlation matrices indicated that the MEC
representation maintained a structured band of correlation for all mismatch types,
but the band significantly degraded during the session with the largest mismatch
angle. In contrast to CA3, the band of correlation shifted upward indicating that
the MEC cells were controlled by the global cues.
For each region, the sample sizes in the correlation matrix were different
(CA3, 45° n = 72, 90° n = 83, 135° n = 85, and 180° n = 89; DG, 45° n = 43, 90°
n = 46, 135° n = 44, and 180° n = 53; LEC, 45° n = 14, 90° n = 30, 135° n = 22,
and 180° n = 21; MEC, 45° n = 34, 90° n = 39, 135° n = 42, and 180° n = 33).
Since the sample size could affect the correlations in the matrices, the CA3 data
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Figure 3.7. Controls for Hippocampal Formation Spatial Population
Correlation Matrices. (A) Correlation matrices controlling for difference sample
sizes in CA3 and DG. (B) Correlation matrices between normalized firing rate
vectors from DG granule and polymorphic cell layers. Insufficient cell numbers
from each layer prevents statistical quantification.
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were randomly subsampled to match the sample sizes of the DG correlation
matrices. Figure 3.7A shows that the structured band of high correlation seen in
the CA3 population remained after controlling for the difference in sample sizes.
Despite the smaller sample sizes in MEC, the MEC showed better correlation
than DG; therefore, we believe that the difference in cell number is not an
important factor. Unfortunately, the sample size of LEC was not large enough to
run the control analysis.
The DG is the only region in the hippocampus proper with two excitatory
cell types (i.e., granule and mossy cells) and both types of cells may perform
different computations.

Consequently, we attempted analyzing the DG data

based on putative recordings from granule and hilar cells. No differences were
observed between the different layers in DG (Figure 3.7B; presumed polymorphic
and granule); however, a statistical comparison could not be made because of
insufficient sample sizes for each layer. Since the subfields of the hippocampus
receive input from different layers of the entorhinal cortex (i.e. CA1 receives input
from layer 3 and both CA3 and DG receive input from layer 2), we also attempted
to partition the MEC and LEC recording into different layers. No conclusions
could be reached about the different entorhinal layers because of insufficient
sample sizes for each layer (Figure 3.8).
The magnitude that the population shifted in response to all of the
mismatch rotations was quantified by reducing each of the two dimensional
correlation matrices into a one dimensional structure (Figure 3.9). The mean
correlation at each of the 360 diagonals in the correlation matrices was
calculated and plotted for each region at every mismatch angle (Figure 3.10).
The maximum mean correlation for all CA3 STD versus STD correlation matrices
(gray lines) occurred at the zero diagonal indicating that the representations were
similar from one familiar environment to the next. For the probe sessions, the
amount that the peak of the mean correlation shifted increased as the size of
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Figure 3.8. Spatial Population Correlation Matrices for Superficial Layers of
the Entorhinal Cortex. Correlation matrices between normalized firing rate
vectors from layers II and III of the MEC and LEC. Insufficient cell numbers from
each layer prevent statistical quantification.

Figure 3.9. Schematic of Method for Calculating Mean Correlations for
Diagonals of Correlation Matrix. Illustration showing regions of the population
correlation matrices used to calculate the mean correlations for the 360
diagonals. The cyan, green, violet, and brown lines show the regions of the
matrix used to determine the mean correlations for diagonals 0, 90, 180, and
270, respectively. The shaded gray area in the correlation matrix (diagonals 1179) represents a local cue response, whereas the black region (diagonals 181359) indicates a global cue response.
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Figure 3.10. Mean Correlations for Diagonals of Correlation Matrices. Plots
show the mean correlations of CA3, DG, LEC, and MEC population correlation
matrices. Gray and colored lines show the mean correlations from the STD-1 vs.
STD-2 and STD vs. MIS matrices, respectively. Local and global cue control
correspond to diagonals 1-179 and 181-359, respectively.
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Figure 3.11. Cue Control Over Population. Bar plots showing the directional
response of the population from all regions. Black and gray horizontal bars
indicate the amount that global and local cues were rotated, respectively. The
peaks from MEC representation always follow the global cues, whereas the
peaks from the LEC and CA3 representations follow the local cues. DG does not
consistently follow a cue set.
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mismatch angle increased. When the mismatch angles were greater than 45°,
the location of the CA3 mismatch peak directly corresponded to the amount of
the local cue rotation (Figure 3.10; Figure 3.11; Monte Carlo; p<0.001). For the
45° rotation, the peak of the mean correlation slightly under-rotated and occurred
at bin 12 instead of 22; however, the shift in the population was still in the
direction of the local cue rotation. Furthermore, when examining the amplitude at
the peak of the mean correlation, there was a decrease in the mean correlations
as the mismatch angles increased.
The population responses of the regions sending afferents to the CA3
subfield were strikingly different than observed in CA3. For the MEC input, the
representation was strongly influenced by the global cues (Figure 3.10; Figure
3.11; Monte Carlo; p<0.003), thus shifting in the opposite direction from CA3.
The amount that the MEC representations rotated for all mismatch angles was
within 5 degrees of the rotation angles for the global cue set. As expected, there
was an inverse relationship between the amplitude of the peak (i.e., the mean
correlation) and the size of the mismatch angle such that increasing the
mismatch angle caused the amplitude to decrease. The MEC representation
appeared fairly stable across standard sessions.

For LEC, even though

individual cells showed poor spatial tuning, a weak local-cue-related signal was
observed at the population level. For every mismatch angle except for 135°, the
amount that the peak shifted was within 3 degrees of the local cue rotation
(Figure 3.10; Figure 3.11; Monte Carlo; p<0.002). The 1-D LEC 135 correlation
matrix showed two adjacent peaks; the peak with the largest amplitude (mean R
= 0.1947) occurred at 29 degrees, whereas the second largest peak (mean R =
0.1894) shifted an amount that was 77 degrees. Unlike CA3, the amplitude of
the peaks for every STD versus STD and STD versus MIS were relatively small
for LEC. The highest mean correlations for the population of DG neurons, similar
to the pyramidal cells of CA3, occurred between the standard sessions at
diagonal 0. For mismatch angles of 135° and 180°, there was a small peak
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corresponding to the amount the local cues were rotated (Figure 3.10; Figure
3.11; Monte Carlo; p<0.002). In contrast, the largest correlations for the smaller
rotation angles (i.e. 45° and 90°) under-rotated, but were closer to the amount
that the global cues were rotated (Figure 3.10; Figure 3.11; Monte Carlo;
p<0.03). For the DG population, the amplitude of the peaks for all mismatch
angles were greatly diminished compared to the standard sessions.
To examine the influence of the global and local cue sets, a subset of cells
that fired in consecutive sessions (i.e., standard and following mismatch) from all
four regions was examined and the responses to the rotations were quantified
using circular statistics. The angle of rotation for each cell was assigned based
on the amount that the cell’s linearized rate map in the mismatch session needed
to be shifted (0 - 355°; 5° bins) to produce the highest correlation between the
rate maps of the standard and mismatch sessions. For each mismatch amount,
the degree that the location of each cell’s firing rotated between the standard and
mismatch session, as well as the mean vector, is plotted in figure 3.12. The
angle of the mean vector (magnified in insets) shows the average rotation of
cells, whereas the magnitude of the mean vector is proportional to the variability
of the distribution around the angle (i.e., the longer the vector the less dispersed
the distribution). For all mismatch angles, the magnitude of the CA3 vector was
significant and pointed in the direction that the local cues were rotated (Figure
3.12; Rayleigh test; p < 0.0006) suggesting that the response of individual cells
was similar and that it was controlled by the local cues.
In contrast to CA3, the magnitudes of the mean vectors for the upstream
structures projecting into CA3 were variable. For the largest mismatch angles
(135° and 180°), individual cells recorded from DG were heavily dispersed and
none of the mean vectors were significant (Figure 3.12; Rayleigh test; p > 0.15).
However, the smallest mismatch angles were significantly clustered (Figure 3.12;
Rayleigh test; p < 0.04). The mean rotation angle for all mismatch rotations,
except for 90°, appeared to be influenced by the local cues, whereas the 90°
mismatch showed a weak bias towards the distal cues. For LEC, the mean
rotation for every mismatch angle was in the direction of the local cues; however,
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Figure 3.12. Rotation Analysis Showing Responses of Individual Cells to
Manipulations. Each dot illustrates the amount of rotation (angle in polar plot)
for the spatial firing of a cell between the STD and MIS sessions. The mean
vectors of the distributions are shown in the center of the polar plots and the
mean angles are shown as insets. Rows show results from the four mismatch
sessions (45°, 90°, 135°, and 180°) for the region indicated below each column.
MEC (red) representations were controlled primarily by the global cues, whereas
the very weak spatial representations of the LEC (purple) were controlled
primarily by the local cues. DG (blue) representations showed a mixed effect,
whereas CA3 (orange) representations were strongly controlled by the local
cues.
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the significance of the mean vectors was variable (Figure 3.12; 45° and 180°,
Rayleigh test, p < 0.03; 90°, Rayleigh test, p = 0.06; 135°, Rayleigh test, p >
0.14). For every mismatch rotation, the mean rotation angle for MEC neurons
was controlled by the global cues. Moreover, the mean vectors were significant
for mismatch angles of 45, 90, and 135 degrees (Figure 3.12; Rayleigh test; p <
0.002). In contrast, MEC neurons were not clustered during the 180° mismatch
(Figure 3.12; Rayleigh test; p > 0.4). All rats with recordings from the same
region showed similar patterns (Figure 3.13). Recordings from CA3 and DG
occurred during the first four days that the animals were exposed to the
manipulations, whereas most LEC recordings occurred after the fourth day that
the rats had experienced the mismatch. As LEC tetrodes were advanced, units
detected in the deep LEC layers (i.e. layers 5 and 6) were encountered prior to
the superficial LEC layers (i.e. layers 2 and 3); therefore, more cells from deep
LEC were recorded during the first four days of the experiment. Since the deep
layers of LEC do not project to the hippocampus, the data was not included in
this study.

The length of time that the LEC rats were exposed to the

manipulation might have caused the weak local response; however, this is
unlikely because Lee et al. (Lee et al., 2004b) recorded CA3 for eight days and
saw similar responses across rats.

For MEC, similar responses were seen

before the first 4 mismatch sessions and subsequent probe trials (Figure 3.14).
The comparisons between the different regions at both the population and
individual cellular levels pooled data that was recorded across many sessions
and rats. A distinct possibility exists that concurrently recorded cells from each
region might show a similar response to the mismatch manipulations, but which
set of cues control the response could vary from session to session.

This

situation would cause the combined response to appear disjointed, even though
each ensemble was coherent. To control for this effect, we examined from each
region data sets with at least 2 simultaneously recorded cells that fired in both
the standard and the mismatch session.

Examples of different ensembles
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Figure 3.13. Comparison between individual subjects. Each colored point
shows the amount of rotation (angle in polar plot) for the spatial firing of a cell
between the STD and MIS sessions for one rat (n = 14). Simultaneous DG and
CA3 recordings were from seven rats, whereas LEC and MEC recordings were
from three and four different rats, respectively. Colored arrows represent the
mean vectors for each rat. Rows represent data from the four mismatch
sessions and columns show the four regions. The distribution of spatial firing
responses does not appear to be an artifact caused by one individual rat.
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Figure 3.14. Comparison between the first four days and subsequent days
of recording. Red represents data recorded before the fifth day and black
shows recordings following the fourth day. All recordings from CA3 and DG rats
occurred during the first four days. MEC recordings transpired throughout the
series of experiments, whereas the majority of LEC recordings took place after
the fourth day. There was considerable overlap between the amount of rotation
(angular coordinate) for the spatial firing for MEC cells between the STD and MIS
sessions across all days of recording.
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Figure 3.15. Examples of Simultaneously Recorded Cells in Each Region.
Each point represents the amount of rotation (angle in polar plot) for the spatial
firing of a cell between the STD and MIS sessions. Ensembles were defined as
a minimum of two cells that reach criterion (mean firing rate < 10 Hz and the
number of spikes ≥ 20) in both the standard and mismatch sessions. The mean
vector of each ensemble is shown in the center of the polar plots and the
direction of the arrow indicates the mean angle that each ensemble rotated.
Rows show the mismatch session and columns indicated the regions (CA3orange; DG-blue; LEC-purple; MEC-red).
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Figure 3.16. Secondary Statistics on Responses of Ensembles in Each
Region. Each dot represents the mean rotation (angular coordinate) of one set
of simultaneously recorded cells (i.e., ensemble) from CA3, DG, LEC, or MEC.
The mean vector of all the ensembles is shown in the center of the polar plots
and the direction of the arrow indicates the mean angle of rotation for all of the
ensembles. Rows show the mismatch session and columns indicated the
regions (CA3-orange; DG-blue; LEC-purple; MEC-red). All ensembles were
significantly clustered for CA3 (Rayleigh test; p < 0.04), whereas the DG
ensembles were never significantly clustered (Figure 3.16; Rayleigh test; p >
0.07). For MEC, ensembles were significantly clustered near the amount that the
global cues were rotated during the mismatch angles of 45° and 90° (Figure 3.16;
Rayleigh test; p < 0.007). For LEC, ensembles were significantly clustered near
the amount that the local cues were rotated during the mismatch angles of 135°
and 180° (Figure 3.16; Rayleigh test; p < 0.007).
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recorded from the four regions for every mismatch rotation are shown in Figure
3.15. The angle of rotation for each cell that was part of an ensemble was used
to calculate the average rotation and mean vector for every ensemble. For every
mismatch angle, circular statistics, which were secondary statistics, were
calculated on the ensembles from each region (Figure 3.16). During each probe
session, all ensembles were significantly clustered for CA3 (Figure 3.16;
Rayleigh test; p < 0.04), whereas none of the DG ensembles were significantly
clustered (Figure 3.16; Rayleigh test; p > 0.07).

For MEC, ensembles were

significantly clustered near the amount that the global cues were rotated during
the smallest mismatch angles (Figure 3.16; Rayleigh test; p < 0.007), whereas
the ensembles were fairly distributed during largest mismatch angles (Figure
3.16; Rayleigh test; p > 0.09). Despite diffuse distributions seen with the larger
mismatch angles, the average rotation of all the ensembles was in the direction
that the global cues were rotated. Ensemble clustering in LEC was opposite to
the pattern seen in MEC (Figure 3.16; mismatch angle < 90; Rayleigh test; p >
0.3; mismatch 135; Rayleigh test; p < 0.03; mismatch 180; Rayleigh test; p <
0.07) . It is a distinct possibility that different sets of cues could control the
response of cells of one rat from session to session; therefore, an additional
control was run to check the coherence of simultaneously recorded DG and CA3
cells. Similar to the results that were observed in either the DG or CA3 regions,
the CA3 ensembles were significantly clustered except for 135° mismatch,
whereas DG ensembles were not significantly clustered (Figure 3.17; Rayleigh
test; DG all mismatch angles, p > 0.15; CA3 mismatch angles 45°, 90°, and 180°,
p < 0.04; CA3 mismatch 135°, p > 0.2).
Figure 3.18 (A&B) shows that the number of cells in each ensemble
ranged from 2-11 (CA3), 2-4 (DG), 2-4 (LEC), and 2-10 (MEC). To test whether
the size of the ensemble would affect the average length of the mean vector,
simulations were run to calculate the average mean vector length for ensembles
with 2-11 cells, assuming that the underlying population of rotation angles was
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Figure 3.17. Secondary Statistics on Responses of Ensembles
Concurrently Recorded from DG and CA3. Each dot represents the mean
rotation (angular coordinate) of one set of simultaneously recorded cells (i.e.
ensemble) from CA3 and DG. The mean vector of all the ensembles is shown in
the center of the polar plots and the direction of the arrow indicates the mean
angle of rotation for all of the ensembles. Rows show the mismatch session and
columns indicate the regions (CA3-orange; DG-blue).
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Figure 3.18. Ensemble Coherence. Histograms of the number of cells in each
ensemble for the four regions (A) and DG and CA3 recorded simultaneously (B).
Orange, blue, purple, and red bars represent data from CA3, DG, LEC, and
MEC, respectively. Distributions show that CA3 and MEC have more cells in an
ensemble than DG and LEC. (C) To show that small sample sizes can artificially
increase the size of the average mean vector, the average mean vector length
was calculated for ensembles with 2-11 cells from an underlying distribution of
random orientations. Simulations were run 1000 times for each ensemble cell
size (2-11) such that a data point (angle of rotation for each cell in the ensemble)
was randomly sampled from a uniform distribution with replacement. The mean
vector length was largest for ensembles with two cells and exponentially
decreased as the number of cell in an ensemble increased. (D) Percentage of
significant mean vector lengths for each region (left of dash) and simultaneously
recorded CA3 and DG (right of dash).
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randomly distributed. Each simulation was run 1000 times for ensembles with
cell sizes ranging from 2-11 such that a data point (angle of rotation for each cell
in the ensemble) was randomly sampled from a uniform distribution with
replacement. Mean vectors were computed for each simulation and the average
mean vector length for the 1000 ensembles was determined (Figure 3.18 C). As
expected, the average mean vector was largest for ensembles with two cells and
decreased exponentially as the number of cell in an ensemble increased. We
then determined whether the length of the mean vector from an ensemble was
significant based on the number of cells in each ensemble and the simulated
results. The mean vector length was considered significant at the p < 0.05 level
if it was greater than 950 of the 1000 mean vector lengths from the simulated
data with the same number of cells in the ensemble. For ensembles from each
region (Figure 3.18 D; left of dash), there were more significant mean vectors for
CA3 (28%; n = 11/40) than in DG (3%; n = 1/29), LEC (17%; n = 4/23), and MEC
(13%; n = 4/30); however, the larger number of significant vectors in CA3 was
only a trend (p < 0.1). Similar results were seen for simultaneously recorded DG
and CA3 ensembles (Figure 3.18 D, right of dash; CA3, 21%, n = 5/24; DG, 4%,
n = 1/24; chi-square; p > 0.1).
Single units in CA3, DG, LEC, and MEC showed a variety of responses to
the cue manipulations. To quantify the responses of individual cells included in
the population analyses, the response of each cell to the manipulation was
categorized. The responses of individual cells were separated into five types
(see Figure 3.5 for representative examples). Cells were categorized as CW,
CCW, and AMB based on the correlation value used to determine the rotation
angle. If the maximum correlation between the standard and mismatch session
was below 0.6, cells were considered ambiguous. Cells with high maximum
correlations (R ≥ 0.6) at locations corresponding to a clockwise or
counterclockwise rotation were classified as CW or CCW, respectively.

The

categories appear and disappear were based on the number of spikes a cell fired
(active considered ≥ 20 spikes) in the standard and mismatch sessions. Figure
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3.19 shows the percentage of cells classified as clockwise, counterclockwise,
appear, disappear, or ambiguous for each region.

The distributions of cell

responses were significantly different for the four regions (Figure 3.19; chisquare; p < 0.001).
3.3 Conclusions
The present study examined the flow of information through the
hippocampal formation by comparing how the input representations (DG, LEC,
and MEC) and output representations (CA3) changed between a familiar and
cue-altered environment. Three striking findings were reported. First, there was
a dissociation between the information the hippocampal formation received from
the MEC and LEC. The MEC representation was controlled by global cues,
whereas the LEC representation was influenced by the local cues despite
individual LEC cells conveying a weak spatial signal (Yoganarasimha et al.,
2010;Hargreaves et al., 2005) (Figure 3.4). Second, the DG population response
appeared to change more than the MEC and LEC input representations,
suggesting that DG performs pattern separation on its inputs to decrease the
redundancy amongst incoming information and then outputs patterns that overlap
less than the inputs. However, when looking at individually recorded ensembles,
there were no considerable differences detected in the number of significant
mean vectors between the four regions. This cast doubt on the theory that DG is
performing pattern separation. Finally, the CA3 representation remains more
constant between familiar and cue-altered environments than the representations
of its primary input structures.

This finding is consistent with longstanding

computational models proposing that CA3 is an associative memory system
performing pattern completion in order to recall previous memories from partial
inputs. For a detailed discussion see Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.19. Categorical Response of Individual Cells to Mismatch Session.
Pie charts showing the percentage of CA3, DG, LEC, and MEC cells that were
classified as clockwise, counterclockwise, appear, disappear, or ambiguous.
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3.4 Experimental Procedure
3.4a Subjects and Surgery
Fourteen male, Long-Evans rats, which were approximately 5-6 months
old and weighted 489-760 grams, were purchased from Charles River
Laboratories. Each rat was housed in a single cage and exposed to a 12-hour
light/dark circadian cycle, while having ad libitum access to water and food.
After approximately fourteen days of habituation, surgeries were
performed on the rats to implant a custom-built, recording drive that contained 20
independently moveable tetrodes (2 of which were references).

All tetrodes

targeted structures on the right cerebral hemisphere. The drives with tetrodes
targeting MEC and LEC (rats 151, 156, 159, 165, 174, 184, and 191) were
fabricated as a single bundle with a diameter of 2.3 mm. The first two drives
simultaneously targeting CA3 and DG (rat 153 and rat 173) were made as a
single bundle. Five of the most anterior and lateral positioned tetrodes targeted
CA3, whereas the most posterior and medial 13 tetrodes targeted DG. For the
last 5 rats (189, 195, 197, 227, and 232), drives were constructed with two
groups of tetrodes (5 targeting CA3 and 13 targeting DG) that were displaced by
~415 µm (medial-lateral) and the most anterior tetrodes of each group separated
on average by ~400 µm. This configuration was optimally designed for the most
lateral tetrodes in each group to reach the lateral edge of the DG granule cell
layer and CA3a layers, which are separated by ~1 mm.
All surgeries occurred under aseptic conditions, which complied with
National Institutes of Health guidelines and were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committees at John Hopkins University and the University
of Texas Health Science Center at Houston. To optimally increase the proportion
of tetrodes entering the DG, recordings were performed during surgery to identify
the location of the lateral edge of CA3, which served as a landmark for the
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medial/ lateral placement the drives. For the anterior/posterior placement of the
drive, the most lateral tetrode was placed 3.2 to 4.4 mm posterior to bregma. For
the drives with tetrodes targeting the MEC, the most lateral tetrode was place 9.8
to 10.9 mm posterior to bregma and 4.8 to 5 mm lateral to the midline. For the
drives with tetrodes targeting the LEC, the most lateral tetrode was placed 7.2 to
7.7 mm posterior to bregma and 3.2 to 4.6 mm lateral to the midline.
3.4b Training and Recording
Seven days after habituating to their new environments, rats were
familiarized to human contact (30 minutes/day) and trained to sleep in a small
dish (~ 25.4 cm) located on a pedestal (30 minutes to an hour/day). Once the
rats recovered from the surgical procedure (5-7 days), their body weight was
reduced to 80-90% of the free-feeding weight by rationing the food. After a daily
session of advancing tetrodes, rats were trained in a controlled and stable
environment (Figure 3.20) to run laps around a circular track (239 cm and 20.3
cm outer circumference and width, respectively). The track, which was centered
in a black-curtained enclosure with six salient cues located on the periphery, was
divided into four arcs of equal length, but the surface of each arc was textured
with different material. During initial training sessions, chocolate sprinkles were
dispersed around the track and rats gradually learned to continuously navigate
clockwise for the reward. To prevent the rats from moving counterclockwise, a
cardboard panel was placed in front of the rat until it reversed directions and
continued circumnavigating clockwise. As behavior progressively improved, the
reward was eventually reduced to one to two random locations on the track.
Training continued in this environment until units were detected and experiments
were initiated. For the DG and CA3 rats, training lasted on average ~16 days.
For MEC and LEC rats, training lasted on average ~12 and ~11 days,
respectively. All MEC and LEC experiments were conducted by Dr. Doreswamy
Yoganarasimha and Geeta Rao; however, I performed all analyses presented in
this dissertation.
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Figure 3.20.

Stable, controlled environment for the double rotation

experiment. Picture shows the standard configuration of local and global cues
in the double rotation experiment.
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The double rotation experiments were conducted for 4 days on rats with
DG and CA3 recordings, 10-22 days on rats with LEC recordings, and 2-10 days
on rats with MEC recordings. For experiments with simultaneous recordings
from DG and CA3, two sleep sessions (sleep 1 lasting 1 hr and sleep 2 lasting 30
minutes), separated by two hours when the rat was returned to its home cage,
were recorded prior to the start of the experiment. During behavior, rats ran five
track sessions and a final session of foraging in an open box. Track sessions
consisted of three standard sessions (STD; local and global cue relationship
remained constant) interleaved with two mismatch sessions (MIS; local and
global cues were rotated by equal increments, but in opposite directions,
producing mismatch angles of 45°, 90°, 135°, or 180°). For example, a 180°
mismatch represents a 90° local cue rotation plus a 90° distal cue rotation.
Mismatch angles were chosen in pseudorandom order. Results from the data
recorded as rats ran on a circular track are presented in this chapter and the data
from the sleep and open-field foraging sessions are presented in chapter 2.
Experiments with tetrodes targeting the entorhinal cortex were identical to the
DG/CA3 experiments except that only one 30 minute sleep session was recorded
prior to the start of the behavior and two open field foraging sessions were
recorded after the track sessions (see (Savelli et al., 2008). All experiments
concluded with a 30 minute sleep session.
3.4c Electrophysiological Recordings
A Cheetah Data Acquisition System (Neuralynx, Tucson, AZ) concurrently
obtained up to 72 channels (18 tetrodes) of single-unit data and local EEG
activity from 21 channels. Neural signals were detected simultaneously on four
fine microwire electrodes (nichrome or platinum-iridium) that were wound
together to form a tetrode.

The signals, which were preamplified in the

headstage to conduct the signal through fine-wire recording cables and a
motorized 80-channel commutator, were amplified for a second time (1,000 5,000 gain) and optimized for recording neural spikes or local field potentials
(LFPs) by filtering between 0.6 and 6 KHz or 1 Hz and 300 Hz, respectively. The
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spike waveforms of units above a threshold of 30-70 µV were sampled for 1 ms
at 32 kHz, whereas LFPs were continuously sampled at 1 kHz.

The rat’s

momentary position was tracked with an overhead camera recording a circular
array of light emitting diodes (red and blue) positioned over the head of the rat
and a 13 cm extension behind the head with additional diodes (green) at 30 Hz.
The tetrodes targeting DG and CA3 were independently advanced by
small increments everyday for approximately three weeks. Units appearing and
disappearing in conjunction with the changing patterns in LFP activity were used
to assess the movement of tetrodes. After entering the CA1 layer, positioned
approximately 400 µm deeper than the cortical layer 6, tetrodes were advanced
at ~40-148 µm (the larger movements occurred after leaving CA1) each day for
an additional 300 µm. For tetrodes targeting DG, advancement was significantly
reduced to 10-20 µm per day once gamma activity and dentate spikes in the LFP
were detected (Bragin et al., 1995b;Bragin et al., 1995a).

These signals

suggested that tetrodes were encroaching upon the granule layer of the dentate
gyrus. Once units were detected during sleep, recordings were performed as the
animal circumnavigated a track and foraged in an open field. A tetrode was no
longer advanced after it detected units that fired on the track or open-field (see
below). Any tetrode only detecting cells that were considered inactive during
behavior were advanced by 10 µm. This continued until at least five putative DG
cells were simultaneously detected that fired during behavior and then tetrodes
were no longer moved while the double rotation experiments were conducted.
For rats 227 and 232, DG tetrodes that did not detect cells during the experiment
were advanced by 10 µm each day. For tetrodes targeting CA3, tetrodes were
daily advanced by ~50 µm in an attempt to enter the CA3 layer at the same time
as DG units were detecting cells. For the entorhinal cortex, each tetrode position
was estimated from the total distance it was advanced after entering the brain.
The number of times each tetrode passed through a region with multiple units
and a region that was relatively quiet as well as the changing patterns in LFP
activity provided additional insight. The presence of theta rhythm in the LFP and
units with grid cell activity indicated that tetrodes were in the MEC area. After
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each day of recording, tetrodes were advanced ~150 µm to sample different cells
across the multiple days of recording. Experiments concluded, after all tetrodes
stopped detecting cells, which indicated that tetrodes were in Layer I. For MEC,
theta phase reversal also suggested when tetrodes were in Layer I (Alonso and
Garcia-Austt, 1987b;Alonso and Garcia-Austt, 1987a).

Final recording site

localization was determined using histological analysis (see below).
3.4d Unit Isolation
Multiple waveform characteristics (i.e., spike amplitude peak, area under
the waveform, and valley depth) recorded simultaneously on the four wires,
located in slightly different positions, were used to isolate single-units offline with
an interactive software program that was designed in-house. A cell’s isolation
quality was rated 1 (very good) to 5 (poor) depending on the distance each
cluster was separated from other clusters and from background noise. Cluster
isolation was judged prior to examining any of the behavioral firing correlates of
the cells. All cells rated as fair or better (categories 1, 2, and 3) were potentially
included in all analyses (see Data Analysis for specific inclusion criteria). Cells
that fired 20 spikes or more in one track session and had a mean firing rate < 10
Hz were considered active excitatory cells.
3.4e Data Analysis
To create ratemaps, a ratio of the number of times a cell fired and the total
time the rat spent in each pixel (~2.29 cm2) of a 64 x 48 grid was calculated. For
rats 227 and 232, each square pixel was ~2.61 cm2 because the distance
between the camera and track was ~46 cm shorter than for every other rat. Each
bin of the two-dimensional ratemap was smoothed using an adaptive binning
algorithm and the cell’s spatial information score was computed (see (Skaggs et
al., 1996). All analyses were performed on data that excluded off track firing by
filtering the data to include only spikes occurring within the outside (~76 cm) and
inside (~56 cm) diameters of the track.

Circular, two-dimensional data were

linearized and every cell’s mean firing rate was calculated for every one degree
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of the track. The linearized firing rate maps were smoothed using a Gaussian
smoothing algorithm.
Spatial population correlation matrices were created by constructing
population firing rate vectors at each of the 360 locations on the track for any cell
that fired more than 20 spikes in either of the two sessions being correlated and
that had a mean firing rate less than 10 Hz. The firing rate vectors for each bin of
the standard session were correlated to the firing rate vectors for each bin of
either the mismatch session or the next subsequent standard session using a
Pearson product-moment correlation. This produced a 360 x 360 correlation
coefficient matrix that was partitioned into regions associated with clockwise or
counterclockwise rotations. A band of high correlation located in either region
shows that the population of cells rotated their firing location coherently in the
corresponding direction. To quantify the location of each band, the average of
the correlations was calculated for each diagonal of the correlation matrix.
Briefly, the correlations along the central diagonal of the correlation matrix were
averaged and then the correlation matrix was circularly shifted by one degree to
the left.

Determining the mean correlation along the diagonal and circularly

shifting the correlation matrix continued until the correlation matrix was shifted
360 degrees and returned to the original position.

For every region and

mismatch angle, the greatest mean correlation and the corresponding angle were
determined for all STD versus STD and STD versus MIS matrices. To show that
the location of the peak correlations did not occur by chance at either the amount
that the local or global cues were rotated, the linearized mismatch session
ratemaps were randomly shifted by a minimum of 5 degrees for every cell.
Population firing rate vectors were created from the randomized data and
correlated to the population firing rate vectors from the preceding standard
session. The mean correlations surrounding the amount of each rotated cue set
(±10 bins) was calculated for correlation matrix created from the shuffled data.
This procedure was repeated 1000 times and the location of the peak of the
actual data was considered significant at the p < .01 level if less than 10 of the
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mean correlations from the shuffled data were greater than the score from the
unshuffled data.
For every cell that fired more than 20 spikes in both the standard and
mismatch sessions and had a mean firing rate lower than 10 Hz, the amount that
each cell’s firing location shifted was calculated. The linearized ratemap in the
standard session (STD) was compared to the linearized ratemap for the
mismatch session and quantified via a Pearson product-moment correlation.
After shifting the mismatch session ratemap by 5°, it was again compared to the
standard session ratemap by calculating the similarity between the two ratemaps.
These comparisons continued until the mismatch ratemap was shifted back to
the original position. The amount of the shift producing the highest Pearson
product-moment correlation indicated the degree that the firing location was
rotated. When the correlations were the highest for the bins between 5 and 175
degrees or 185 to 355 degrees, it suggested that the place fields followed the
distal or local cues, respectively.

For each separate region, 2 or more

simultaneously recorded cells, active in both the standard and mismatch
sessions, were considered part of an ensemble. For the concurrently recorded
DG and CA3 ensembles, at least 2 cells from both regions (minimum of 4 cells)
needed to be active in both the standard and mismatch sessions for inclusion in
the analysis.
3.4f Histological Procedures
After an additional nine to fourteen experiments in the DG/CA3 recorded
rats or the last double rotation experiment in entorhinal cortex recorded rats,
marker lesions were performed on a subset of tetrodes (10 µA of positive current
for 10 seconds). Lesions were used to help identify tracks during histological
reconstruction. The following day, rats were euthanized with formalin perfused
through the heart. This procedure was slightly altered for rats 227 and 232, since
they were euthanized immediately after the last double rotation experiment
without hippocampal lesions.

Brains were coronally sliced (40 µm) with a
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freezing microtome, placed on glass microscope slides, and stained with Cresyl
Violet. Images of sections were captured with a moticam 2000 camera (Motic
Instruments Inc., Richmond, BC, Canada) or IC Capture DFK 41BU02 camera
(The Imaging Source, Charlotte, NC, USA) that was attached to a Motic SMZ168 stereo scope and saved as high resolution JPEG files on a Dell computer.
Electrode tracks and the tetrode that generated them were identified and
assigned to an anatomical layer depending on the region where the track
stopped. For entorhinal cortex, the tetrode location during each experimental
session was assigned to a specific layer based on reconstructing the depth of the
tetrode track and assuming that the histological processing caused the neural
tissue to shrink by a factor of 15%.
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CHAPTER 4 GENERAL DISCUSSION

4.1 Recap of Findings
The current investigations have addressed the flow of information through
the hippocampal formation and provided evidence for the theoretical concepts of
pattern separation and pattern completion as mechanisms for storing and
recalling memories.

The initial study characterized the in vivo spatial firing

properties for cells in the dentate gyrus (chapter 2) and the second study focused
on the possible computations that neurons in the DG and CA3 subfields
performed to encode and recall memories (chapter 3).

Furthermore, a

dissociation between two primary cortical inputs to the hippocampal formation
was made in the third chapter, which showed that the MEC carried information
about the global cue rotation, and the LEC carried information pertaining to the
local cue rotation.
4.2 Hippocampal Circuitry
The neural architecture of the hippocampal formation is well suited for
information storage and recall. The DG and CA3 subfields receive direct input
via the perforant pathway (Witter, 1993;Witter and Amaral, 2004) from layer II of
the entorhinal cortex (MEC and LEC). Cells in the entorhinal cortex (~300,000)
make contact with an expanded number of granule cells (~1,000,000) in the
dentate (Amaral et al., 1990;Henze et al., 2000), which might permit neuronal
activity patterns to be differentiated by redistributing overlapping neural activity
from a smaller cell population in the entorhinal cortex into nonoverlapping activity
in a much larger granule cell population (Marr, 1971;McNaughton and Morris,
1987;Rolls and Treves, 1998).

After transforming perforant path input, the

dentate mossy fiber projections are in a position to influence the activity of both
CA3 pyramidal cells (~300,000) and mossy cells (~30,000) in the dentate
polymorphic cell layer (Witter and Amaral, 2004;Morgan et al., 2007).

It is
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estimated that a granule cell can influence 14-28 pyramidal cells, yet each
pyramidal cell receives contact from 50 granule cells (Witter and Amaral, 2004).
Both the perforant path and mossy fibers innervate CA3, but the largest number
of synapses results from recurrent collaterals of pyramidal cells themselves
(Ishizuka et al., 1990;Li et al., 1994). Due to the Hebbian plasticity that couples
coactive elements of a neuronal population, this circuitry theoretically permits the
completion of the whole representation when a few neurons of the original set
are activated (McNaughton and Morris, 1987). The primary efferents from CA3
(the Schaffer collaterals) project to CA1, but an additional feedback projection
from CA3 pyramidal cells to hilar mossy cells exists, although it is less studied
than the feedforward projection (Scharfman, 1994). In theory, the location of the
mossy cells in the hippocampal circuitry is ideally suited to regulate the flow of
information through the circuit because mossy cells are believed to disynaptically
inhibit the output of nearby granule cells (Scharfman et al., 1990). However,
direct evidence of mossy cells inhibiting nearby granule cells is lacking. The
feedback projection and recurrent circuitry in the dentate complicates the
simplistic trisynaptic loop model.
4.3 Theories of Hippocampal Function
The anatomical connections of the hippocampus as well as the
convergence and divergence ratio of different cell types have lead to many
theoretical

models

proposing

that

memory

storage

depends

on

an

autoassociative attractor network and suggested that each hippocampal subfield
has a different function. In theory, the hippocampus stores and recalls memories
by implementing two competitive, yet complementary processes (Hopfield,
1982;Marr, 1971;Tsodyks, 1999). Pattern completion can reproduce a previously
stored output pattern from a partial or degraded input pattern (Marr,
1971;Guzowski et al., 2004;McNaughton and Morris, 1987), and many models
suggest that the CA3 region of the hippocampus is responsible for this
phenomenon via its recurrent collaterals (Marr, 1971;McNaughton and Morris,
1987;Treves and Rolls, 1994).

In contrast, pattern separation decreases
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redundancy among incoming information and then outputs patterns that overlap
less than the inputs, which in theory could be performed in the dentate gyrus
(McNaughton and Nadel, 1990;McNaughton and Morris, 1987;Treves and Rolls,
1992;Rolls and Treves, 1994;Guzowski et al., 2004;Rolls and Kesner, 2006). In
many models that implement pattern separation, expansion recoding plays a
central role in permitting neuronal activity patterns to be differentiated by
redistributing overlapping neural activity from a smaller population of cells into
nonoverlapping activity in a much larger granule cell population (Marr,
1971;McNaughton and Morris, 1987;Rolls and Treves, 1998).
4.4 Potential Mechanism for Memory Recall in CA3
Behavioral evidence supporting the hypothesis that CA3 is necessary for
pattern completion came from Gold and Kesner (2005) in a study that showed
that chemically ablating CA3 decreased the ability of rats to find a reward
location after reducing the number of available cues.

Complementing the

behavioral evidence, Nakazawa and colleagues (2002) found that mice lacking
NMDA-receptors in CA3 showed behavioral deficits in a Morris water maze and
that CA1 place cells showed a reduction in firing rate and place field size
compared to wild-type mice when ¾ of the extramaze cues were removed.
Another experiment performed by Lee et al. (2004b) involved rotating distal and
local cues in opposite directions, which created a mismatch at each point on a
track between the sensory input provided from the distal and proximal cues, and
found that location-specific firing of CA3 cells maintained similar patterns of
activity in both conditions (i.e., CA3 performed pattern completion compared to
CA1). These experimental results lend credibility to the theory that CA3 performs
pattern completion, but lack the crucial test directly showing that the output of
CA3 changes less than the primary inputs. To date, few studies have directly
compared the output representation of CA3 with the input representations from
DG, LEC, and MEC, but instead all previous studies have made assumptions as
to how the manipulations may have effected each input representation.
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When simultaneously recording DG and CA3, we were able to replicate
the previous findings observed in Lee et al. (2004a) showing that the CA3
representation remained cohesive between a previously learned, stable
environment and a cue-altered environment (chapter 3).

The results were

similar, even using a different set of rats and experimenters, but the task
remained constant. Representations from the different subfields were compared
between standard sessions (rats ran counterclockwise around the circular track
for 15 laps in a familiar environment) and mismatch sessions (where the local
and global cues were rotated in opposite direction by equal amounts).

A

significant difference between the two reports involved the comparison between
hippocampal subfields.

In the current study, we directly compared the CA3

representation (output) with the DG, LEC, and MEC representations (input),
whereas Lee et al (2004a) compared CA1 (output) to CA3 (input). The CA3
representation showed a strong bias to cohesively follow the local cues both at
the population level and with individually recorded cells (chapter 3) despite the
DG input dramatically changing between the familiar and altered environments.
The DG to CA3 mossy fiber projections have been proposed to be a detonator
synapse that acts as a teaching signal to help CA3 encode new representations;
however, under these conditions the CA3 representation remains more cohesive
than DG. This suggests that CA3 may remain in the same attractor state despite
a preprocessing stage where DG attempts to disambiguate the representations
between the familiar and altered environments. Under the same experimental
conditions, the MEC representation appeared to be coherent between the
standard and mismatch sessions; however, at the larger mismatch angle (180
degrees), the representation appeared to degrade.

Furthermore, the

representation appeared to follow the global cues, which contrasted with the CA3
representation. For the LEC, the weak spatial signal appeared to be controlled
by local cues, but the representations between the standard and mismatch
sessions were not strongly correlated.
These results provide strong support for CA3 performing pattern
completion.

We believe that once the CA3 network learns the association
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between the local and global cues, a stable attractor is established that
represents the learned configurations (see standard vs. standard correlation
matrices). During the probe session, one cortical input (LEC) conveys the local
signal and the second cortical input (MEC) carries the information about the
global cue rotation in the opposite direction.

Instead of following the more

coherent MEC signal, some of the CA3 neurons that were active in the attractor
network are reactivated by the weak or partial LEC signal.

The recurrently

connected cells that underwent Hebbian plasticity during the initial learning may
cause the neuronal population that encoded the familiar environment to fire.
Thus, the network falls into a stable state despite receiving the conflicting MEC
and DG signals.
An unresolved question is why CA3 follows the local cue rotation and the
weak LEC signal instead of the global cue rotation and the more cohesive MEC
signal. One possible explanation is based on the sequence of events at the start
of the mismatch session. Between recordings sessions, rats sat on a pedestal in
a room adjacent to the recording environment as the experimenters rearranged
the sets of cues. The rats were then disoriented, to disrupt the rat’s internal
sense of direction (Knierim et al., 1995;Jeffery and O'Keefe, 1999), and brought
into the cue-altered environment in an opaque box. In theory, the first moment
that the rat could detect the dissociation between the alignment of the local and
global cues occurred when it was placed onto the track to begin the session.
When the rat was placed onto the track, presumably it paid attention to the local
cues at the onset of the experiment. The LEC, which has been suggested to be
gated by attention (Burwell, 2000), would then signal the local cue rotation to
CA3. This partial signal from LEC may be sufficient to activate enough of the
original population of CA3 cells that were active during the familiar, standard
environment to then pattern complete the whole representation with a
counterclockwise bias. A combination of computational and experimental work
would be needed to test this prediction. The critical test would require controlling
which input (local or global) CA3 initially received and then determining whether
CA3 followed the corresponding cues.

This is rather trivial in a simulation;
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however, experimentally it is more challenging since it involves forcing a rat to
pay attention to either the local or global cues at the onset of the experiment and
showing that the animal performed the appropriate behavior.
An alternative explanation for the CA3 representation being controlled by
the local cues may result from the properties of individual CA3 cells during a rat’s
stereotyped behavior on the circular track. Lee et al. (2004b) showed that the
center of CA3 place fields shifted backwards between the first and last lap (lap
number 15) during the initial experience in the cue-altered environment. This
backward shift in conjunction with the weak local cue signal, conveyed from the
LEC, may cause the originally active CA3 population encoding the learned
environment might be reactivated and follow the local cues. This idea can be
addressed with two experiments. First, the rat’s stereotyped trajectory should be
altered such that it runs counterclockwise on the circular track. In this condition,
the center of the CA3 place fields may shift backwards in a counterclockwise
direction and cause the CA3 fields to follow the global cues. To complement this
experiment, one should change the direction of the cue rotations (i.e., global and
local cues are rotated counterclockwise and clockwise, respectively) while rats
ran clockwise around the track. Under this condition, the center of the CA3 place
fields would likely shift backwards in a clockwise direction similar to Lee et al.
(2004b) and follow the global cues instead of the local.
In chapter three, the argument was made that CA3 performs pattern
completion because its representation is more cohesive than the DG and LEC
representations.

While the MEC representation is fairly cohesive, the MEC

population tends to follow the global cues, which contrasts with the CA3 cells
following the local cues. Therefore, CA3 is unlikely to passively relay the results
of information processing from the MEC. However, there is a possibility that the
counterclockwise response of a CA3 cells can arise from combining the weak
local signal from LEC and the global signal from the MEC. Fyhn et al. (Fyhn et
al., 2007) reported that hippocampal place cells remap when the alignment of
grid cells has shifted, whereas the location, but not firing rate, remained constant
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when the underlying grid cell activity was stable. McNaughton (2006), O’Keefe
and Burgess (2005), and Solstad (2006) have modeled the transformation from
grid cells to place cells using a simple summation rule such that a hippocampal
place cell fires only when the overlapping vertices of multiple grid cells are
aligned in a single location. For grid cells in the MEC, the size and distance
between each vertex of the grid increases along the dorsal-ventral axis (Hafting
et al., 2005). Figure 4.1 illustrates this feature by showing three grid cells (cell 1
is red and the most dorsal of the three; cell 2 is blue and intermediate between
cell 1 and 3; cell 3 is green and the most ventral of the three). All three cells fire
in a repeating grid-like pattern, which covers the entire environment, and each
point of the grid representing a vertex of an equilateral triangle. A circular track is
located in the center of the environment and only one region on this confined
space has three overlapping fields.

In this simplified schematic, the three

overlapping vertices would generate a place field (purple circle) in one of the CA3
cells during a standard session. Figure 4.1b represents the underlying grid firing
pattern during a 90° mismatch session. All three grid cells were controlled by the
global cues and rotated clockwise by 45 degrees; however, the pivot point for
rotation differed slightly for all three cells. By allowing the grids to rotate around
independent points, three vertices from the original three cells again overlap
corresponding to a location that rotated 45° counterclockwise.

This is one

method to produce a counterclockwise rotation in a CA3 cell from a clockwise
rotation in a small set (n=3) of MEC cells. The likelihood that enough of the
underlying MEC distribution is rotating at different pivot points to cause the
plurality of CA3 cells to respond with a counterclockwise bias is highly unlikely.
Running simulations to determine how often this occurs would be informative and
address the question of whether is possible explanation or an alias of sampling.
If the simulations show that the clockwise rotation of MEC cells frequently
produces a counterclockwise bias in the population of CA3 cells, then coupling
the local signal from the LEC with the MEC representation that followed the
global cues might be enough to active the same set of CA3 place
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Figure 4.1. Potential Method for a Counterclockwise Rotation in a CA3 Cell.
(A) Schematic showing transformation from grid cell input to place cell output in
the standard environment. Three grid cells have firing patterns, with vertices of
different spacing and size (green, blue, and red), covering a large spatial area.
When the vertices from the three grid cells align on the track (brown rings), a
place field for one cell, indicated by a purple circle, is generated. Colored stars
represent pivot points for underlying grids. (B) During a 90° mismatch session,
the underlying grid cells rotate their firing pattern by 45° to follow the global cues;
however, the point of rotation of all three grid cells is slightly offset. Some of the
MEC cells may appear to rotate coherently, while other MEC neurons may
appear to rotate and shift their fields. Despite each grid cell having a different
point of rotation, three vertices still align at a point that has appeared to rotate
45° in the opposite direction. Coupling the input from the three grid cells with a
weak counterclockwise signal from the LEC may be sufficient to drive the place
cell that was originally active in the standard environment.
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cells that were originally active in the standard session, but cause the CA3 cells
to rotate their firing locations in a counterclockwise direction.

This potential

mechanism would not address the question of CA3 performing pattern
completion.
4.5 Characterizing the Spatial Firing of Cells from the Dentate Gyrus
Before diving into a discussion about the functional role that the dentate
gyrus plays in memory, a brief discussion regarding the classification of spatial
firing for the different cell types in this under-characterized hippocampal subfield
is warranted.

An extensive body of literature examining the in vitro

electrophiological properties of different cell types of the dentate gyrus exists
compared to in vivo studies from freely moving animals. The resting membrane
potential of granule cells has been reported as extremely hyperpolarized
(Lambert and Jones, 1990;Spruston and Johnston, 1992;Staley et al.,
1992;Soltesz and Mody, 1994;Ylinen et al., 1995;Penttonen et al., 1997)
compared to mossy cells (Scharfman and Schwartzkroin, 1988;Scharfman,
1992;Scharfman, 1994;Lubke et al., 1998;Henze and Buzsaki, 2007).

This

difference in resting membrane potential could contribute to differences observed
in the sparseness, as reflected in the firing rates and ratio of active cells to sleep
clusters, between cells recorded on tetrodes detecting units with only single fields
and those detecting cells with multiple fields. Our results indicated that cells
recorded on tetrodes with active cells firing in single locations do indeed have a
lower mean firing rate during sleep and a lower percentage of active cells than
cells recorded on tetrodes detecting active cells with multiple fields.

The

extremely hyperpolarized resting membrane potential of granule cells would
cause granule cells to be more difficult to excite than mossy cells and fire at a
lower rate.

The extremely hyperpolarized resting membrane potential might

further explain why the group of cells with a lower percentage of active cells fire
in a single location. In contrast, exceeding the threshold for triggering a spike in
cells with a higher resting membrane potential would likely occur more often in
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multiple locations in the environment, thus it may account for the spatial firing
observed in numerous places.

It is possible that the functional properties

reported for cells recorded on tetrodes detecting units with multiple fields might
describe new born granule cells, as suggested by Alme et al. (2010). Nothing in
this report disputes this theory.
One of the most salient distinctions between granule cells and mossy cells
recorded in slice is the capacity to fire in burst. Granule cells recorded in slice do
not fire trains of spikes either in response to a pulse of current or spontaneously,
whereas in mossy cells bursting is prevalent (Scharfman, 1992). After injecting a
depolarizing current step, granule cells show spike frequency adaptation in which
the cell initially spikes but does not continue for the duration of the pulse. In
contrast, mossy cells (both in slice and anesthetized animals) continue spiking
through the duration of the pulse.

Our results show that cells recorded on

tetrodes detecting a cell with a single field are less prone to burst during sleep
and behavior than cells recorded on tetrodes detecting a cell with multiple fields.
These results resemble those reported in slice; therefore, we believe granule
cells tend to fire in single locations and mossy cells tend to fire in multiple
locations.
Previous studies describing the spatial firing pattern in the dentate gyrus
have reported that putative granule cells fire in multiple locations that are
distributed

irregularly

across

the

environment

(Jung

and

McNaughton,

1993;Skaggs et al., 1996;Gothard et al., 2001;Leutgeb et al., 2007). In contrast,
the present study reports that putative excitatory cells in the polymorphic cell
layer fire in multiple places, dispersed irregularly throughout the environment,
whereas the spatial firing of putative granule cells is confined to a single region.
These conclusions are in part based on separating the data into two groups
depending on the number of fields and then comparing the quantity of active cells
to sleep clusters. In all subfields of the hippocampus, the majority of units are
silent during behavior and these cells are only detected during sleep or under
anesthesia

(Ranck,

Jr.,

1973;Thompson

and

Best,

1989;Wilson

and

McNaughton, 1993;Skaggs et al., 1996). Similarly, the vast majority of granule
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cells did not express the immediate-early gene Arc after behavioral exploration,
which suggests that these cells were silent during behavior (Chawla et al., 2005).
In this study, extended periods of deep sleep, unlike CA1 where quiet
wakefulness and ripples are sufficient to detect sleep clusters, were recorded
under the assumption that it would facilitate the detection of the extremely sparse
firing population of granule cells.

The pioneering study from Leutgeb et al.

(2007) do not specifically describe the spatial firing properties of cells that were
recorded on tetrodes with more than six sleep clusters. One possibility is that
Leutgeb et al. (2007) did not record enough deep sleep to detect the extremely
sparse firing granule cells and instead recorded the more active cells in the hilus.
Another pioneering study, Jung and McNaughton (1993) stimulated the perforant
path (primary input to the molecular layer of the dentate gyrus) to aid in the
identification of putative granule cells and observed cells with both single and
multiple fields. However, this technique does not exclude the possibility that cells
from the polymorphic cell layer were recorded in this study, since Scharfman
(1991) reported some hilar cells have dendrites in the molecular layer that can be
excited by perforant path stimulation at a lower threshold for synaptic activation
than granule cells.
In the current report, we showed that approximately 22% of putative
granule cells were active while the animal foraged in a large environment. This
percentage is considerably larger than previously reported (Barnes, 1990;Chawla
et al., 2005). One potential explanation may be that many of the cells were silent
during sleep despite recording for prolonged periods of time.

To observe a

percentage as low as 2%, one would need to record one active cell out of every
50 detected during sleep. It was observed that some tetrodes had numerous
clusters during sleep, but no behaviorally active cells. These sleep clusters were
not included in the ratio of active to sleep cells, since the spatial firing pattern of
active cells was used to separate the two groups of cells. Including these cells in
the sparseness index might have increased the similarity to the proportions that
were previously reported.

Another possibility contributing to the higher

percentage of active cells may have been the method used to classify cells as
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single or multiple fields.

Using the current method based on peak rate and

contiguous pixels, two fields in close proximity but with inflections would be
counted as a single field. This misclassification would increase the percentage of
active cells. To avoid miscategorizing cell types into an arbitrary taxonomy of
single or multiple fields, one would need to unequivocally identify the cells being
recorded.

This is further complicated, not only because there are multiple

excitatory cells in the dentate gyrus, but this region undergoes lifelong
neurogenesis in which new cells are incorporated into the existing hippocampal
circuitry (Zhao and Overstreet-Wadiche, 2008) that might have different spatial
firing properties than the mature granule cells and mossy cells. Alme et al.,
(2010) report that a small excitable population of granule cells might correspond
to the most recently generated cells, which is a distinct possibility.

Nothing

reported in the current study disputes this claim; however, we have strong
evidence that the majority of cells recorded deep in the polymorphic layer show
spatial firing in multiple locations throughout an enclosure. To unambiguously
determine the properties of the complicated local circuitry in the dentate gyrus, it
will likely require using molecular tools to specifically target the three types of
excitatory

cells

in

the

dentate

gyrus

in

combination

with

in

vivo

electrophysiological records from freely moving animals.
The anatomy of the hippocampus suggests that mossy cells play a central
role in the recurrent circuitry within the dentate gyrus as well as in the only
excitatory feedback pathway in the classic “trisynaptic loop” (Witter and Amaral,
2004;Scharfman, 1994;Buckmaster and Schwartzkroin, 1994;Jackson and
Scharfman, 1996;Buckmaster et al., 1996;Wenzel et al., 1997). Given estimates
of 1,000,000 granule cells and 30,000 mossy cells (Morgan et al., 2007), one can
estimate that each mossy cell receives powerful, converging feed-forward
excitation from as many as 400 granule cells. Early in the 1990’s Ishizuka et al.
(1990) and Li et al. (1994) showed that the axon collaterals of dye injected CA3c
pyramidal cells were present in the dentate gyrus polymorphic layer, which was
later shown to be a monosynaptic connection capable of producing small
depolarizations in mossy cells (Scharfman, 1994). The mossy cells are a node
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for the convergence of excitatory inputs; however, these cells are also heavily
innervated by perisomatic inhibition (Acsady et al., 2000;Murakawa and Kosaka,
2001) that would prevent mossy cells from spiking in response to every excitatory
input. In the behaving animal, the input from CA3 typically represents a single
location in the environment. Similarly, the results in the present study suggest
that the firing pattern of putative granule cells represent single locations, whereas
putative excitatory cells in the polymorphic layer tend to fire in multiple locations.
This pattern of multi-punctate fields might be explained from the convergence of
input representing single locations in the environment (Figure 4.2).

In our

proposed model, a subset of active granule cells would fire in a single location in
the environment, which would drive the downstream mossy cell to fire in multiple
locations that corresponded to the location of the active granule cells. Since a
mossy cell may be functionally connected to 200-400 granule cells, 2% of which
have been reported to be active in a given context (Chawla et al., 2005), it can be
estimated that in any environment a mossy cell will receive powerful input from 28 active granule cells, thereby causing the mossy cell to fire in 2-8 locations and
multiple contexts. These numbers would likely increase when considering the
impact of the excitatory feedback from CA3c cells.
4.6 Mechanism for Memory Storage in the Dentate Gyrus
Many models that concentrate on the mnemonic function of memory
storage suggest that the dentate gyrus creates a sparse representation from a
distributed neural code in the cortex. This process of expansion recoding permits
neuronal activity patterns to be differentiated by redistributing overlapping neural
activity from a smaller population of cells into nonoverlapping activity in a much
larger granule cell population (Marr, 1971;McNaughton and Morris, 1987;Rolls
and Treves, 1998). Although we cannot address directly the notion that the DG
performs pattern separation in chapter 2, it is noteworthy that one population of
cells show sparse encoding, which is an integral part of the longstanding notion
of DG as a pattern separator. For chapter 3, the analyses were restricted to
neurons in each region that were active in a least one session.
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Figure 4.2. Model of Hippocampal Local Circuitry. (A) Illustration of dentate
gyrus and CA3c neural network. The mossy cells (gray; ~30,000 cells) receive a
powerful feedforward input from the granule cells (red; ~1,000,000) and a
feedback input from the CA3c pyramidal cells (white). The feedforward and
feedback signals converge onto a less densely packed region (convergence
ratios of 100:3 from granule cells to mossy cells and unknown for CA3c
pyramidal cells to mossy cells). For simplicity, one mossy cell (9) is innervated
by a small subset of granule (1-8) and pyramidal cells. (B) Hypothetical
examples of spatial firing for granule and mossy cells in a square and circular
environment. The multi-punctate spatial firing pattern of the mossy cell (9) could
depend on which set of inputs are active in the environment (either granule cells
1-4 with single fields in the square environment or granule cells 5-8 with single
fields in the circular environments). In theory, each mossy cell would fire in
multiple different contexts, since these cells receive powerful input from an
estimated 200-400 granule cells.
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These analyses ignore the number of cells that were silent while the animals
circumnavigated the track, which decreases the sparseness. Nonetheless, we
still show in Chapter 3 that the DG representations of two similar environments
are less correlated than the cortical input representations. An attempt was made
to partition the DG into individual components (i.e. granule cells and hilar cells),
but the number of cells in each group was too small to make any statistical
conclusions.

However, the spatial population correlation matrices for both

groups appeared decorrelated; therefore, we combined all recordings from the
DG into one region. Further support for combining all cell types from the dentate
was provided from behavioral and computational studies.

Hunsaker and

colleagues (2008) showed that lesions to both the dentate and to a lesser extent
CA3c impaired an animal’s ability to detect subtle changes in the distance
between two objects in an environment and concluded that granule, hilar, and
CA3c cells acted as a functional unit to perform pattern separation. This theory
has been further extended in computational work from Myers and Scharfman
(2009), who created a model of dentate gyrus function in which mossy cell
activity directly affected the efficacy of pattern separation (i.e., increasing or
decreasing the firing rate of mossy cells could increase or decrease pattern
separation). Pattern separation would be significantly facilitated by having mossy
cells fire in multiple locations in an environment. Since mossy cells feedback to
basket cells that silence the original granule cell input, the repetitive mossy cell
activity distributed across the environment might enhance the globally distributed
inhibition of basket cells onto granule cells (Struble et al., 1978;Sik et al.,
1997;Andersen et al., 2006), thus decreasing the percentage of overlapping
activity in the granule cell population and amplifying pattern separation.
The dentate gyrus, in theory, could use multiple mechanisms to change its
representation from one condition to the next. One mechanism that the dentate
gyrus may use to perform pattern separation is the classic theory of expansion
recoding. Originally proposed by Marr (1969) to explain how to decrease the
overlap between a similar set of input patterns in a small population of cells that
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project to a larger population of cells in the cerebellum, this theory was later
expanded to the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus (McNaughton and Morris,
1987;McNaughton and Nadel, 1990). The dentate gyrus could perform pattern
separation and prevent spurious recall by producing nonoverlapping, sparse
representations

from

entorhinal

cortex

input

(McNaughton

and

Morris,

1987;McNaughton and Nadel, 1990). This would be expressed as remapping
(i.e. cells that start or stop firing between the standard and mismatch sessions).
Indeed, the majority of cells in the dentate remapped (i.e. started or stopped
firing during the mismatch session), which was a larger proportion than either the
MEC or LEC. Another method for enhancing pattern separation is to increase
the variability in the responses of individual cells to the cue manipulations.
Individual cells that fired in sequential standard and mismatch sessions were not
controlled by a specific cue set and were never significantly clustered. Even
simultaneously recorded DG cells showed a variety of responses to the cue
rotations and rarely were the mean vectors significantly larger than chance. Both
of these mechanisms are likely being used by the dentate to disambiguate similar
inputs and create different representations.
Leutgeb et al. (2007) found that DG cells with multiple fields could
independently change the firing rates of each field as the shape of the
environment was altered. The authors argued the changing patterns in firing rate
could enhance the decorrelated state of the ensembles and differentiate each
environment. This additional mechanism to express pattern separation cannot
be excluded by the current study for the DG cells with multiple fields. It is a
distinct possibility that for cells with multiple fields, each subfield may be
independently controlled by either the global or local cues and, during the
mismatch session, might rotate in either direction.

This would alter the

representation between the standard and mismatch sessions. Unfortunately, this
could not be tested due to the difficulties of unambiguously tracking the fields
during the mismatch sessions.
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4.7 Dissociation of Input Streams
Hargreaves et al. (2005) reported that in an open-field environment MEC
neurons convey significantly more spatial information than LEC neurons.
Complementing this study, Yoganarasimha et al. (2010) showed that the
disparity between hippocampal input regions remained even when the simple
environment was switched to a cue-rich environment. Furthermore, the local
field potentials in the MEC show a stronger theta oscillation than the local field
potentials in the LEC (Deshmukh et al., 2010).

The present report further

dissociates the two primary inputs to the hippocampus by showing a weak localcue-related signal in the LEC population, despite individual LEC cells showing
poor spatial tuning, that contrasted with the global-cue-related signal in the MEC
population. This study provides one of the first reported functional correlates for
LEC neurons in freely moving animals. To my knowledge, only one other report
has provided a functional role for the LEC neurons in foraging rats; Deshmukh
and Knierim (in preparation) showed that the spatial information score of LEC
neurons is higher in the presence of objects than without objects. Some LEC
cells fired near the objects and other neurons developed place fields without an
obvious relationship to any of the objects. These findings support the notion that
two streams of information are transmitted to the hippocampus; a spatial “where”
signal conveyed by the MEC and a nonspatial “what” signal conveyed by the
LEC.
A longstanding view proposes that the spatial metric in the hippocampus
results from a path integration mechanism (McNaughton et al., 1996). Originally,
McNaughton (1996a;1996a;1996) and Whishaw (1999;1996;1997;1998;1998)
believed that path integration was occurring in the hippocampus proper;
however, after the landmark discovery of grid cells in the MEC it is now believed
that this process occurs one synapse upstream of the hippocampus (O'Keefe
and Burgess, 2005;McNaughton et al., 2006;Fuhs and Touretzky, 2006). The
generation of the internal representation of space is thought to be derived from
self-motion and directional heading without the use of external cues (i.e., distant
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landmarks); however, these cues are theoretically used to orient the spatial
representation. In the current study, evidence shows that the MEC population
follows the global cue rotation. This, however, was expected because of the
underlying neural circuitry that conveys a head direction signal (anterior dorsal
thalamic nucleus  postsubiculum  MEC) and evidence showing that the
preferred firing direction of head direction cells in the anterior dorsal thalamic
nucleus was tightly coupled to the global cue rotation when rotating the local and
global cues in equal, but opposite directions (Yoganarasimha et al., 2006).
Furthermore, numerous reports indicate that rotating external cues in isolation
controls the preferred firing direction of head direction cells in both the anterior
dorsal thalamic nucleus and postsubiculum (Taube et al., 1990b;Taube and
Burton, 1995;Taube, 1995).
4.8 Overview Summary
This dissertation examines the flow of information through the
hippocampal formation and suggests potential mechanisms that each subfield
may use to encode and recall memories. Many studies have ascribed functions
to the different hippocampal subfields based on assumed properties of the
upstream structure and rarely make direct comparisons between the input and
output representations.

The initial results from my dissertation describe the

previously under-characterized spatial firing properties of neurons in the DG,
which is one of the primary inputs into CA3. Strong evidence is provided that
shows two populations of cells in the DG convey spatial information. One group
has lower mean rates in sleep and behavior, a lower propensity to burst, more
simultaneously recorded cells, and fires in a single location in an environment.
The second group has higher firing rates in sleep and behavior, a higher
propensity to burst, less simultaneously recorded cells, and fires in multiple
locations in an environment. Based on previously characterized firing properties
of granule and hilar cells recorded in slice and anesthetized animals, we
concluded that cells with single fields were likely granule cells and cells with
multiple fields were likely hilar cells. Despite reporting two groups of cells with
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different firing properties in the dentate, data were combined because each
group appeared to change representations between a familiar environment and
cue-altered environment. Furthermore, previous reports have suggested that the
local circuitry of the dentate works as a functional unit to orthogonalize similar
inputs. To address the computations performed in the DG and CA3 networks,
the input and output representations were compared between a learned, familiar
environment and a cue-altered environment (see Figure 4.3).

Evidence was

provided that showed the dentate gyrus decreased the overlap between similar
measured inputs and the DG representation was less cohesive than the
representations in the MEC and LEC. This was theoretically achieved through
the implementation of multiple mechanisms, all of which facilitate pattern
separation. First, the ratio of presumed active to silent granule cells is small,
thus creating a sparse representation. Second, more cells remapped in the DG
network than in the distributed cortical networks. Finally, ensembles of cells
were less coherent and never controlled by one set of cues. In contrast to DG,
the population of CA3 cells appeared more coherent than its primary inputs.
Despite a fairly cohesive representation in the MEC conveying information about
the global cue rotation, the CA3 network followed the partial, weak local signal in
the LEC.

These results provide a direct, quantitative comparison between

hippocampal input and output representations and support the longstanding
theoretical models that the dentate gyrus performs pattern separation and that
CA3 performs pattern completion.
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Figure 4.3. Summary of Mechanisms for Storing and Recalling Memories.
During the double rotation experiment, the CA3 representation remains more
coherent than the combined input from MEC, LEC, and DG. The MEC and LEC
signal a rotation in the global and local cues, respectively. Despite the conflicting
signals, the weak LEC signal may be sufficient to activate a few CA3 neurons in
the attractor network representing the learned environment. Because of the
previous learning between recurrently connected CA3 cells, other previously
coactive neurons may be reactivated and generate a more cohesive
representation than seen in the input structures. Meanwhile, the DG network
attempts to disambiguate the altered and learned environments by creating
different representations. The DG may create a sparse code in the granule cell
layer from a distributed code in the cortex, change the population of active cells
(i.e., remap), independently alter the location/rate of each field for cells with
multiple fields (suggested by Leutgeb et al. (2007), and respond to either the
global or local cue sets in order to change the representations between
environments.
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